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Abstract  

The ongoing six-year civil war in Syria has led to over 4.9 million people fleeing the country. 

As of January 2017, 40 081 Syrians had been resettled in Canada. In the Netherlands, 32 560 

had applied for asylum as of December 2016. This research aimed to understand, from the 

point of view of asylum seekers and refugees, how the asylum process affects their 

uncertainties, economic situation and sense of belonging. Research in the Netherlands and 

Canada offered the opportunity to study two different immigration procedures. In-depth, 

semi-structured interviews with Syrians in the Netherlands and Canada, who now reside in 

these countries as refugees, explored their physical, emotional and psychological experiences. 

By comparing these experiences with factors that researchers believe could potentially lead to 

radicalization, this study builds upon current theories, by identifying the sensitivity factors 

that are present in asylum and resettlement procedures in the Netherlands and Canada and 

identifying the points of greatest vulnerability. Recognizing these aspects can help policy 

makers address problem areas. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

On 15 March 2011 protesters stormed the streets in Syria, building on a movement that 

started in Tunisia and later expanded to Egypt, Yemen, Bahrain, Libya and Syria. The 

movement, known as Arab Spring, began in hopes of ending many years of oppression by 

authoritarian governments and of bringing about new governments that allowed for political 

reform and social justice (Amnesty International, 2017). What came out of the Arab Spring 

movement in Syria was just the opposite. War and violence broke out. Protesters and 

advocates for a more fair and open society were brutally suppressed by Syrian president 

Bashar al-Assad (Ibid.). The Arab Spring movement fueled the development of the ongoing 

six-year Syrian Civil War, which has led to over 4.9 million people fleeing the country, 6.3 

million displaced within Syria and 13.5 million requiring humanitarian assistance. (United 

Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 2017). 

 

In many countries, the influx of asylum seekers and refugees from Syria has been met with 

opposition from the public who fear they are opening the door to radicals and terrorists (Ipsos 

MORI , 2016). This view stems from the belief that countries are not able to properly screen 

asylum seekers (Ibid.). What has received little attention in relation to this issue is how 

asylum procedures potentially are themselves a causal factor in promoting radicalization, 

leading to possible terrorism. Connections have been made between long asylum procedures 

and feelings of uncertainty, economic disadvantage, resistance and exclusion (Hainmueller et 

al., 2016). These aspects feature in models created to predict factors that contribute to an 

individual’s tendencies to radicalize (Doosje et al., 2016; Schmid, 2016). It can be argued that 

shorter asylum application procedures and less time in limbo will lessen feelings of 

uncertainty, disadvantage, resistance and exclusion, subsequently decreasing the likelihood of 

radicalization.  

 

This research aims to understand, from the point of view of asylum seekers and refugees, 

how the immigration process affects their uncertainties, economic situation and sense of 

belonging (based on resistance and exclusion). The information will be used to identify 

aspects of the immigration procedure that might potentially expose asylum seekers to the 

factors for radicalization such as the quest for significance, personal uncertainty/identity 

problems, failed integration, marginalization and discrimination (Doosje et al., 2016; Schmid, 

2016). In particular, it will consider if there is a difference between asylum seekers whose 
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arrival is “spontaneous” in the Netherlands and refugees whose arrival in Canada is 

“planned.” This will help develop an understanding of the effects of government processes on 

radicalization and potentially lead to efforts to modify refugee and asylum frameworks in a 

way that reduces their impact on the radicalization of asylum seekers or refugees. These 

research aims give rise to the following research question and sub-questions:  

 

Research question 

How and to what extent do the immigration processes in the Netherlands and Canada expose 

Syrian asylum seekers to risk factors for radicalization? 

 

Sub-questions 

1. What are the sensitivity factors for radicalization? 

2. How have Canada and the Netherlands responded to the demand for asylum by people 

fleeing the conflict in Syria? 

3. How do the Syrians’ descriptions of their experiences in Canada and the Netherlands 

reflect the factors for radicalization? 

4. Does the extent of exposure to radicalization factors differ as a result of spontaneous 

versus planned trajectories? 

5. What aspects of the asylum procedure present the greatest potential for exposure to 

radicalization factors and to what extent can this exposure lead to radicalization? 

  

To gain an understanding of how the process of immigration may influence potential 

tendencies toward radicalization, qualitative in-depth interviews were conducted with 45 

Syrians, 20 in the Netherlands and 25 in Canada, who had fled their country because of the 

war and who went through the Dutch asylum process or the Canadian resettlement procedure. 

Chapter 2 describes the study methods in detail. 

  

Chapter 3 addresses sub-question 1, by providing a definition of radicalization and a detailed 

overview of the literature on sensitivity factors for radicalization. Chapter 4 describes the 

asylum seekers’ application procedure in the Netherlands and in Canada, in answer to sub-

question 2. The presentation of the empirical data collected from interviews with Syrian 

refugees in chapters 5 and 6 explores the answer to sub-question 3. In chapter 5, respondents 

describe their decision to leave Syria and their life in a transit country. Asylum seekers who 

fled to Europe describe their journey and the experience of travelling with smugglers. In 
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chapter 6, respondents talk about their experiences with the Canadian and Dutch asylum 

procedures and the reception in their respective countries. In addition to expanding on the 

answer to sub-question 3, chapter 6 also addresses sub-question 4. Chapter 7 explores the 

answer to sub-question 5, through a comparison of the experiences described by respondents, 

to sensitivity factors for radicalization. It also includes the response of interviewees to a 

direct question about the likelihood of radicalization. The concluding chapter summarizes the 

research, discusses its theoretical and policy implications, and suggests areas for possible 

future research. 
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Chapter 2: Methods 

This study relied on both primary and secondary research. Data were collected in two stages. 

The first stage focused on a review of the literature on radicalization, and the policies and 

procedures, in Canada and the Netherlands, on accepting and processing asylum seekers and 

refugees. The second stage consisted of in-depth, semi-structured interviews with 45 Syrians 

who sought asylum, 25 in Canada and 20 in the Netherlands. Triangulation, the cross-

examination of the information using different data collection techniques (Bryman, 2012; 

Bickman & Rog, 2009) was used throughout to help validate the information from the 

interviews. This took the form of tours of asylum/refugee facilities in both countries and 

informal interviews with police and others who work with refugees and asylum seekers. 

 

2.1 Triangulation 

The information gathered during the interviews with the Syrian refugees and asylum seekers 

was supplemented by conversations with a general intelligence officer from Infocel CTER 

(Contra Terrorisme Extremisme, Radicalisering) and with the alien police in the Netherlands. 

In Canada, settlement counsellors, private sponsors and a de-radicalization officer from the 

Calgary Police Department provided context and an explanation of the procedures from their 

perspective. While not used as respondents, these people provided valuable background 

details on how the procedures are meant to work. 

 

These informal conversations with individuals in relevant fields, and tours of the reception 

facilities in the Netherlands and Canada, served to cross check information provided by 

respondents. For example, respondents said their phones were taken away when they arrived 

at Ter Apel. The alien police confirmed this and explained that it helped them uncover 

evidence of criminal activity or any participation in the war in Syria. It also allowed them to 

verify that the information on the phones matched the information disclosed during the 

interviews. In Canada, tours of the Margaret Chisholm Resettlement Centre by the facility 

manager provided an in-depth understanding of the process when government sponsored 

refugees arrive in Canada. I was then able to cross-check this with the descriptions given by 

the respondents. 

 

These sources provided insights into possible differences in perspective between the people 

who provide and administer the services and the people who receive them. Discussions 
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covered a range of topics, such as living conditions, food, health care and psychological 

assistance. Seminars, such as Why asylum policies fail, at the 2017 International Metropolis 

Conference, allowed for a better understanding of the reasons why specific asylum 

procedures described by the respondents are in place.  

 

2.2 Literature Review 

Academic journals and media reports provided the foundation for a comparison of the 

respondents’ experiences to existing research on the factors that contribute to radicalization. 

They were also the source of many definitions of radicalization. Media reports were useful in 

assessing public reaction to the influx of Syrians and for an overview of recent terrorist 

activity. Government websites supplied information about the policies and timelines that 

apply to asylum procedures in the Netherlands and resettlement in Canada. They were also a 

valuable source of data on the number of Syrians who came to each country.  

 

The Vrije Universiteit Library Database and Google Scholar were the two main search 

engines used to find information about radicalization. The Dutch government website 

(www.government.nl) and the Immigration and Naturalization Services/Immigratie-en 

Naturalisatiedienst (IND) website (www.ind.nl) both provided detailed information about the 

asylum process. The main source of information about resettlement in Canada was the 

Immigration and Citizenship website (www.cic.gc.ca ). All the government sites presented 

clear, detailed information for asylum seekers in several languages. 

 

A complete list of sources is found in the reference section at the end of this thesis. 

 

2.3 Interviews 

2.3.1 Sampling  

Finding participants relied on snowball sampling. This technique enables the researcher to get 

in touch with respondents from a difficult to reach target population by taking advantage of 

established contacts (Bickman & Rog, 2008). Key people, who are connected to the 

population of interest, are asked if they know other people who might be willing to be 

interviewed. This process continues until the desired sample size is achieved (Ibid.). 
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In the Netherlands, 20 respondents agreed to be interviewed. Snowball sampling began by 

contacting two students who had previously conducted research with Syrian refugees. One of 

these students introduced me to a contact who provided the names of two people who agreed 

to an interview. Emails to language schools, explaining the research and offering to practice 

English with students, were less successful. Only one language school responded, and, while 

this resulted in a positive partnership with a student, the individual did not want to be 

interviewed because of a negative past experience. Emails to Facebook groups yielded the 

best response. While one group declined to post the information, the other two resulted in 18 

interviews, one from Utrecht International Students and 17 from Refugee Start Force. Ten 

individuals replied directly to the post, including a volunteer translator, who arranged the 

remaining seven interviews. 

 

Most of the 25 respondents in Canada were enrolled in the LINC (Language Instruction for 

Newcomers Canada) programme. When I arrived in Canada, I contacted the CEO of the 

Calgary Catholic Immigration Society (CCIS) who invited me to attend their June 2017 

annual general meeting. The CEO and other CCIS employees I met at this meeting were very 

helpful in facilitating the participation of LINC students. Setting up the interviews took more 

than a month as the language programme was on summer vacation in July. I gave a 

presentation to the students when school resumed in August, and 17 refugees volunteered for 

an interview.   

 

During July, I contacted several individuals and organizations and participated in an Arabic 

cultural event with mixed results. Sponsors were reluctant to allow me to speak to potential 

respondents or even to pass on my request, as they felt the refugees had been overwhelmed 

with similar requests from researchers and the media. Two private sponsors responded and 

four interviews were completed as a result. Two interviews were arranged through the Centre 

for Newcomers, one through the Arabic cultural event and one through a family friend.  

 

2.3.2 Characteristics of respondents 

All respondents were from Syria, had fled the country because of the current crisis, and had 

gone through the asylum procedure in the Netherlands or the resettlement procedure in 

Canada. Figures 1 and 2 provide information about respondents’ gender, age, education, and 

marital status and whether a translator was used during the interview. A few participants 

chose not to provide data about their age and education. Figure 2 distinguishes between 
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respondents in Canada who were sponsored by the government and those who had private 

sponsors. 

 

Figure 1: Respondents Netherlands 

Respondent Gender Age Education Marital 
status 

Translator 

RN1 Male 36 University Single No 

RN2 Male 33 University Single No 

RN3 Male - University Single No 

RN4 Male 38 University Married No 

RN5 Female 35 University Single No 

RN6 Male 35 University Single No 

RN7 Male 28 University Single No 

RN8 Female 34 University Married Yes 

RN9 Male 37 University Single No 

RN10 Male 42 University Married Yes 

RN11 Male 20 None Single Yes 

RN12 Male 26 High school Single No 

RN13 Male 27 High school 
incomplete 

Married Yes 

RN14 Male 26 High school 
incomplete 

Divorced Yes 

RN15 Male 26 - Divorced Yes 

RN16 Female 18 Finishing high 
school 

Single No 

RN17 Female 32 University Single No 

RN18 Male - University Single No 

RN19 Female - High school Married Yes 

RN20 Male 26 University Single No 
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Figure 2: Respondents Canada 

Respondent  Gender Age Education Marital 
status 

Sponsorship Translator 

RC1 Male - Grade 7 Married Private Yes 

RC2 Female - Grade 7 Married Private Yes 

RC3 Male - Grade 6 Married Government No 

RC4 Male 51 University Married Government Yes 

RC5 Male 47 Grade 6 Married Private Yes 

RC6 Female 35 College Engaged Private No 

RC7 Female 33 University Single Private No 

RC8 Male 43 Grade 6 Married Private Yes 

RC9 Female 45 None Married Government Yes 

RC10 Male 44 College Married Blended  No 

RC11 Female 34 High school  Married Blended  No 

RC12 Male  45 University Married Government Yes 

RC13 Male 33 Grade 6 Single Government Yes 

RC14 Male 37 Grade 1 Married Government Yes 

RC15 Male 50 None Married Government Yes 

RC16 Female 46 Grade 6 Married Government Yes 

RC17 Male 31 Grade 6 Married Government Yes 

RC18 Female 22 Grade 6 Married Government Yes 

RC19 Female 21 None Married Government Yes 

RC20 Female 35 Grade 3 Married Government Yes 

RC21 Male 43 Grade 7 Married Government Yes 

RC22 Male 38 University Married Private Yes 

RC23 Male 38 Grade 6 Married Government Yes 

RC24 Male 33 Grade 6 Married Government  Yes 

RC25 Male 36 University Married Private No 

 

2.3.3 Interviews 

I conducted all the interviews in the Netherlands and in Canada between May and August 

2017. The interviews took place within a single meeting and lasted between one and two 
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hours. Respondents were not constrained by specific parameters, such as choosing values on 

Likert scales in response to pre-defined statements. They were free to relate their story in a 

way that reflected their feelings about moving from their war-torn home to start over in a new 

country with a different culture. This method allowed participants to share the emotional and 

psychological dimensions of their journey. 

 

The interviews were semi-structured, and took place without the use of an interview guide or 

aide memoire. This created a personal, conversational environment where respondents were 

more likely to share their genuine experiences. I prepared a topic list to make sure nothing 

important was forgotten, although I did not need to consult it during the interviews. This 

approach allowed me the freedom to ask questions about ideas that emerged during our 

conversation, as it was not mandatory to follow a specific order of questions (Bryman, 2012). 

While there may be differences between interviews due to the nature of the conversation, the 

interview structure and the questions remain predominantly the same. Allowing respondents 

to answer the way they want, potentially provides a more accurate representation of their 

views (Ibid.).  

 

The interviews took place over an approximately three-week period in each country: from 29 

May to 22 June in the Netherlands and 30 July to 17 August in Canada. Figure 3 shows the 

geographical distribution of the interview sites in the Netherlands. All interviews in Canada 

were in Calgary, Alberta. Calgary has a large population of Syrian refugees; as of December 

2016, about 3 400 newcomers had settled there (McGarvey, 2017). The distance between 

cities in Canada with large refugee populations made it impractical to interview in more than 

one location. The process for resettling refugees is, however, the same across the country. 
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Figure 3: Interview Locations Netherlands 

Research area  Interviews  Total 

Province  City  Syrian refugees    

North Holland  Amsterdam  RN2, RN4, RN5, RN6, RN9, RN18 6 

South Holland  Rotterdam RN12, RN13, RN14, RN15, RN17 5 

Utrecht Utrecht RN1, RN16, RN20, 3 

Groningen  Groningen  RN7 1 

Overijssel Undisclosed RN3 1 

Gelderland  Undisclosed  RN8, RN10,  2 

Gelderland  Nijkerk  RN11, RN19 2 

Total      20 

 

 

Before starting the interview, I made it clear that my research was part of a master’s thesis in 

the International Crimes and Criminology programme at the Vrije Universiteit. I also 

explained that the interview was voluntary and that respondents should let me know if they 

wanted to skip any questions or wanted to stop the interview at any time. As well, 

respondents were assured that the information they provided would be kept completely 

confidential and that answers would “be treated with the utmost care and no names will be 

revealed to others” (Swangborn, 2009). This information meant respondents could provide 

informed consent. Once this was established, participants were asked if they would allow the 

interview to be recorded. Recording ensured the information would be recalled as accurately 

as possible, decreasing distortion and chances of error (Bryman, 2012). Only two out of 20 

interviews in the Netherlands and five out of 25 in Canada were not recorded. In these cases, 

with the respondents’ permission, I took notes and transcribed them directly after the 

interview.  

 

Respondents were first asked to share personal information such as their age, education, 

occupation and marital status. After they provided this demographic data, questions were 

open ended. They focused on leaving Syria, travelling to the Netherlands or Canada, the 

asylum and resettlement procedures, and life once their refugee application was approved. 

The discussion was structured as an oral history interview, in that respondents were asked to 

“reflect on certain events or periods in the past” (Bryman, 2012). For every section, 

respondents were asked what were the most difficult and the least difficult moments they 
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experienced as well as the emotions they felt. The final question was if they thought 

radicalization is possible given their experience during the asylum or resettlement procedures.  

 

Interviews were conducted with and without translation. In the Netherlands, the majority 

(n=13) were in English while in Canada only 25 per cent (n=6) were conducted without a 

translator. The translator in the Netherlands worked with many research organizations, 

including some in the Netherlands, as an interviewer and a translator from Arabic to English. 

In Canada, the translator was a CCIS employee. While she was not a professional, she 

translated information between Arabic and English on a daily basis as part of her job. In both 

countries, the translators graciously volunteered their time to help with the research. 

Respondents who completed the interview without translation spoke very good English and 

were generally highly educated. 

 

Interviews in the Netherlands took place in the respondent’s home, asylum seeker centres and 

on a few occasions in a café. In Canada, the majority of interviews (n=17) were at a CCIS 

location. The remaining interviews (n=8) were conducted in the respondent’s home or a cafe. 

Most interviews were conducted one on one. Some interviews were conducted in groups of 

two, and in one instance three. When there was more than one person, each respondent was 

interviewed individually in the presence of the others. This often brought about more 

discussion and a greater willingness to share. Spending more time in the company of the 

interviewer possibly contributed to an increased comfort level.  

 

2.4 Strengths and Weaknesses 

2.4.1 Open-ended interviews 

Strengths of this research design include the ability to develop an in-depth understanding of a 

respondent’s experience and the potential connection of that experience to radicalization. The 

open-ended nature of the questions meant respondents could answer on their own terms and 

in their own way. This allowed them the freedom to provide responses that were not 

anticipated by the researcher (Bryman, 2012). Open-ended, in-depth interviews helped the 

exploratory component of this study as respondents provided additional relevant areas to 

explore regarding the main research question (Ibid.).  
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2.4.2 Generalizability and sampling error  

One limitation of this research design is that it is not generalizable to the whole population 

(Bryman, 2012).  Non-generalizability is due to both the sampling method and size. The 

sampling method for this study is non-random, resulting in the possibility of “human 

judgement,” where some members of the population are more likely to be selected (Bryman, 

2012). This is particularly relevant for interviews in the Netherlands, as many individuals 

voluntarily participated after reading a post on Facebook, which often attracted highly 

educated respondents. Respondents identified through the translator were less likely to be 

selected without help as they are part of a harder to reach population. The respondents in 

Canada also represented a non-random sample. All Syrians in the mandatory evening 

language school, with different levels of education and backgrounds, were invited to 

participate.  

 

While it may not be generalizable to the entire population, the purpose of the study was to 

identify potential problem areas in asylum policies and procedures. The personal experiences 

of the respondents are therefore valuable when considering improvements to potentially 

problematic areas.  

 

2.4.3 Demographics 

A qualitative sample should represent the diversity of the population under study (Jansen, 

2010). Respondents from different demographics were interviewed: male, female, English 

speaking, non-English speaking, married, single, with children, with no children and different 

education levels.  

 

Demographics of respondents in the Netherlands and Canada differed. In Canada, most 

interviewees were middle-aged married couples with children and with modest education 

while those in the Netherlands were typically young, highly educated, single males. These 

differences between the groups may result in bias. For example, families in Canada were 

primarily concerned about the future for their children while respondents in the Netherlands 

were mainly concerned about their own future.  
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2.4.4 Temporal considerations  

Asylum procedures and waiting times have fluctuated over the years, depending on the 

volume of applicants. A respondent’s experience was heavily influenced by the time frame in 

which they arrived. 

 

The timing of the interviews could be a factor in Canada as both private and government 

sponsorship is only required to be in place for one year. While many sponsors continue to 

offer help beyond this time frame, once the year ends problems associated with employment, 

language skills, and economic stability may expose refugees to some of the factors for 

radicalization. The respondents interviewed in Calgary were either still within their 

sponsorship period or their year had recently ended, but their private sponsors were 

continuing to help. 

 

It is important to note that interviews in the Netherlands were conducted during Ramadan, 

which potentially influenced participation. Respondents cautioned that it could be difficult to 

find people to interview as Ramadan is a time of ‘spreading good’ and being careful not to 

say anything negative. They felt participants may, for this reason, not want to talk about any 

negative experiences. None of the people interviewed indicated that Ramadan influenced 

their answers. Some also warned that it could be difficult to find respondents as people who 

are fasting, particularly in June when days are long, have little energy to spare for interviews.   

 

2.4.5 Interviewer and respondent relations  

Another area of potential bias is the relationship between the respondent and the interviewer. 

It is possible that respondents in the Netherlands spoke more openly about the negative 

aspects of the procedure since the interviewer was not from the Netherlands. The opposite 

may have been true in Canada. Since the interviewer was Canadian, respondents may have 

been reluctant to offend and less inclined to share negative details.  

 

2.4.6 Translation  

Translation and back translation is recommended when working with interpreters 

(Swangborn, 2009). This research did not have access to back translation and it is therefore 

possible there were mistakes made in translating the questions asked by the interviewer or the 

answers provided by the respondent. On one occasion in the Netherlands, three respondents 
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were present while I interviewed each one individually. In addition to the translator, one of 

the interviewees spoke English, and was able to confirm the accuracy of the translation.  

Using a different translator in each country could affect the reliability of any comparison 

between the countries as a result of differences in approach or vocabulary. The positive 

aspect of using translators was that respondents could express themselves comfortably in 

their own language. In most cases respondents knew the translator, and this bond contributed 

to the reliability of the information provided. Knowing the translator trusts the interviewer 

can also help respondents feel more comfortable.  

 

The fact that the translator in Canada was employed by CCIS, which is the same organization 

that might be criticized by respondents, could have an impact on the interview results as 

respondents might be less inclined to share critique. 

 

2.4.7 Oral history interview  

When recalling past events, it is possible that respondents recall the information imperfectly 

due to memory lapse or distortion (Bryman, 2012). A similar problem arises when 

respondents recall traumatic instances, as they may understate or exaggerate their conditions 

and experiences. Reasons to minimize any difficulties are mostly due to social desirability 

bias, where respondents want to give answers that they believe are more “socially desirable 

or acceptable” (Grimm, 2010). Other respondents, however, may have exaggerated in order 

to play the role of victim (Bryman, 2012). 

  

2.4.8 Literature 

Tracking down, reading, evaluating and piecing together reliable, relevant research from 

multiple sources was a large, time consuming puzzle. This highlights some of the challenges 

of secondary research. The primary difficulty is that the methods and data from other 

research studies are designed to answer research questions that might be similar but are not 

exactly the same. Secondary sources can help inform research, but primary research is 

required to meet the study’s specific objectives. It is also sometimes difficult to judge the 

quality of the secondary data (McDaniel & Gates, 2012). Another hurdle was sorting through 

the many different definitions of radicalization to find one that was relevant to the current 

Syrian crisis. 
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Up-to-date, consistent data on the number of Syrian refugees accepted in each country and 

demographic information about asylum seekers/refugees were the most difficult to find. This 

points to data gaps, another limitation of secondary research. 

 

The main advantages of secondary data are that they are inexpensive and readily available. 

 

2.5 Ethics  

Regardless of the type of research, the ethical consequences are always an important 

consideration (Swangborn, 2009). When conducting research with vulnerable populations, 

such as those who recently fled war, extra care must be taken to protect their rights, respect 

cultural differences and make sure informed consent is freely given (Ibid.). The identities of 

the respondents must be kept confidential, meaning that names, or other identifying features, 

will not be revealed (Ibid.). For this reason, some information about respondents in figures 1, 

2 and 3, such as their occupation or the exact location of the interview, has been omitted.  

 

An important ethical consideration for this research project was re-traumatization. 

Respondents left Syria to seek safety, trying to leave behind the harsh realities of war. When 

asked to recall leaving war and arriving in a new country, respondents are potentially re-

traumatized by the recollection of past events and emotions. To avoid such traumatization, 

questions followed an intimacy curve and the direct recall of specific traumatic events was 

avoided. However, in some instances, recalling negative and potentially traumatic memories 

was unavoidable to properly understand the conditions that respondents faced throughout the 

asylum procedures. Respondents provided this information voluntarily in response to a 

question about the most difficult parts of their experience. 

 

Ethical research is based on the principle of informed consent (Swangborn, 2009). This 

means that the researcher is responsible for explaining the research in a way that respondents 

clearly understand. This includes describing what the research is about and why it is being 

conducted. There is, however, a “compromise between research interests and the principle of 

informed consent” (Ibid.). It is important to provide enough details, but not so many details 

about the aims of the research that it influences future responses, essentially adding bias 

(Ibid.). For this reason, when explaining the research to participants, radicalization was not 

identified at the outset as a topic to be discussed. Instead, it was explained to respondents that 
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the research was about listening to their story and understanding how their experiences 

affected them physically and emotionally.  

 

2.6 Data Analysis  

Narrative analysis was used to study the data collected during the interviews. This method 

allows researchers to examine how individuals make sense of, and are affected by, specific 

events in their lives (Bryman, 2012). Respondents’ narratives were transcribed verbatim and 

divided into three categories: their experiences before applying for asylum, their experiences 

during the asylum or resettlement process and their comments on radicalization. Core themes 

were identified in each country and supported by specific quotes from respondents.  

 

2.7 Conclusion 

There are potentially several ways to find answers to the question of how the immigration 

procedures in Canada and the Netherlands might contribute to the process of radicalization. 

Quantitative research makes it possible to generalize the findings to the population. 

Analyzing the literature gives a broad understanding of the topic based on other people’s 

research. Talking to people about their experience gives an in-depth, personal insight into the 

emotional and physical reality of people who have needed asylum. 

 

This research chose to combine a literature review and qualitative analysis. Quantitative 

analysis was not practical because of the cost and the difficulty of finding a large enough 

sample of the target population. 

 

The literature review (see References) identified the policies applied in Canada and the 

Netherlands to asylum seekers from Syria along with a suite of factors that researchers have 

determined increase susceptibility to radicalization. Listening to the stories of asylum seekers 

and refugees who lived the experience of travelling to the Netherlands and Canada revealed 

the points, in two different immigration processes, where these radicalization factors are more 

likely to surface. Chapter 7 explores in detail this relationship between the research findings 

described in the literature and the respondents’ stories and their thoughts on radicalization.      
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Chapter 3: Radicalization and Asylum  

Greenpeace, Che Guevara, Galileo. At first glance an NGO, a guerilla fighter and a scientist 

may not appear to have anything in common. However, they all share a reputation for 

embracing radical ideas. This helps illustrate the difficulties in finding a precise definition for 

radicalization and for deciding if it is a force for good or a force for evil. 

 

In the face of multiple interpretations of the term, this chapter aims to define radicalization as 

it applies to the asylum process and to provide a framework for identifying factors that are 

likely to increase the chances of radicalization. It also examines how changes to government 

policy may help avert the radicalization process.  

 

3.1 History of Radicalization  

To better understand the meaning of radicalization and place it in context, it is helpful to first 

look at its historical use. The term ‘radical’ has been around since the 18th century. It gained 

importance in the 19th century when political and social reforms became increasingly 

prominent. As is the case today, radical was, at this time, used to describe those who were 

representing or supporting an extreme point of view (Awan et al., 2012).  

 

In the 19th century, many political parties that advocated republicanism instead of royalism 

referred to themselves as radical parties. The term radical took on an almost positive 

connotation and the parties who referred to themselves as radicals were mostly non-violent. 

The radical movements from this time included illegal protests to gain voting rights for 

women, which is now normal practice in most countries (Awan, 2012). This historical 

element illustrates the contrast in the definition that has emerged in just over a century. The 

term in the 19th century presented itself as mostly “liberal, anti-clerical, pro-democratic, 

progressive political positions” (Schmid, 2013). Currently, the radical, in particular the 

adoption of radical Islam, embraces an “anti-liberal, fundamentalist, anti-democratic and 

regressive agenda” (Ibid.). The change in the definition over time shows that the term radical 

is relative to the situation (often political) and context in which it is used.  

 

It is important to be aware that radicalization is not necessarily reflective of violent behaviour 

(Moghaddam, 2009). While radicals may share many characteristics with extremists, such as 

alienation from the state, anger over a country’s foreign policy or feelings of discrimination, 
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there is still a difference between the two groups (Bartlett & Miller, 2012). This is supported 

by well-established evidence that radical attitudes do not always result in violent behaviour 

(Moghaddam, 2009).  

 

3.2 Definition of Radicalization  

Agreement on a definition of radicalization has proven elusive. Definitions vary between 

scholars and governmental organizations and range from very complex interpretative 

definitions to blanket statements such as “what happens before the bomb goes off” (Neumann 

& Esfandiary, 2008). One element that people seem to agree on is that radicalization is a 

process (Nasser-Eddine et al., 2011) - a complex concept relying on intricate interactions 

between various “push and pull factors, triggers and drivers” that may lead to individual 

tendencies towards radicalization (Kjok, et al., 2004).  

 

Two particularly relevant definitions are provided by the Netherlands General Intelligence 

and Security Service/Algemene Inlichtingen en Veiligheidsdienst (AIVD) and the Canadian 

Security Intelligence Service (CSIS). AIVD defines radicalization as “the (active) pursuit of 

and/or support to far reaching changes in society which may constitute a danger to (the 

continued existence of) the democratic legal order (aim), which may involve the use of 

undemocratic methods (means) that may harm the functioning of the democratic legal order 

(effect)” (Schmid, 2013). CSIS offers a simpler definition: “radicalization is the process 

whereby individuals move from holding moderate, mainstream beliefs towards adopting 

extremist political or religious ideologies” (CSIS, 2017). These definitions provided by the 

two government security agencies demonstrate different views of radicalization. AIVD 

focuses less on the process of radicalization and more on the potential use of undemocratic 

methods to disrupt the status quo. The CSIS definition focuses on the process itself. Both 

definitions recognize that radicalization does not necessarily mean terrorism. 

 

In the absence of a generally agreed upon definition of radicalization, individuals create their 

own. Schmid (2013), for example, through an analysis of scholarly and political definitions 

came up with a definition that works well in the context of this thesis. He defines 

radicalization as:  

An individual or collective (group) process whereby, usually in a situation 

of political polarisation, normal practices of dialogue, compromise and 
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tolerance between political actors and groups with diverging interests are 

abandoned by one or both sides in a conflict dyad in favour of a growing 

commitment to engage in confrontational tactics of conflict-waging. These 

can include either (i) the use of (non-violent) pressure and coercion, (ii) 

various forms of political violence other than terrorism or (iii) acts of 

violent extremism in the form of terrorism and war crimes. The process is, 

on the side of rebel factions, generally accompanied by an ideological 

socialization away from mainstream or status quo-oriented positions 

towards more radical or extremist positions involving a dichotomous world 

view and the acceptance of an alternative focal point of political 

mobilization outside the dominant political order as the existing system is 

no longer recognized as appropriate or legitimate.  

 

This definition encompasses both the radicalization of individuals and groups. As well, it 

provides insight into the role ideological differences play in the process of radicalization and 

the consequences of these polarizing ideologies, from nonviolent pressure and coercion to 

violent extremism. The definition also points out the tendency towards radicalization for 

those whose ideology differs from the dominant political view. It shows that groups who feel 

their situation or political view(s) are not respected can come to believe that existing 

system(s) lack appropriateness or legitimacy. This definition is helpful for this thesis as it 

encompasses many important factors in relation to radicalization, namely that it is a process, 

it involves the relationship between individuals and groups, it is caused by dichotomous 

world views and it is in response to feelings of illegitimate/inappropriate authority. 

 

3.3 Categories of Radical Groups and Their Common Features: 

Doosje et al. (2016) have identified five types of radical groups: nationalistic or separatist, 

extreme right wing, extreme left wing, single issue groups and religiously motivated groups. 

Each of these categories has a particular concern such as securing a territory for their own 

group (nationalistic or separatist groups); safeguarding white privilege, perceived as at risk 

because of immigration (right-wing groups); opposing capitalism and achieving a just 

distribution of wealth (left-wing groups); championing a unique cause (single issue groups); 

and justifying violence toward infidels as a result of strict religious interpretation (religiously 

motivated groups) (Ibid.).  

 

As mentioned, there are differences between these groups; however, this does not mean they 

do not have certain characteristics in common. They share a belief that there is “a serious 
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problem in society” (Doosje et al., 2016); what they disagree on is what the problem is. 

Another similarity is the lack of satisfaction with how current institutions deal with the 

problems. They argue that institutions do not pay enough attention to their group’s 

grievances, which leads to a low level of trust and the feeling that authorities are not 

legitimate (Ibid.).  

 

Radical groups also have the tendency to believe their group norms are superior to those of 

other groups. This division can create an ‘us vs. them’ mentality which can lead to increased 

levels of violence (Doosje et al., 2016.). Another common tendency among radical groups is 

to embrace an ideology that legitimizes violence as a means to address their concerns. This 

justified violence is then targeted at a particular group that is seen as the cause of the 

grievances (Ibid.). Radical groups share the belief that violence is an efficient tool to achieve 

their ideological goal (Ibid.).   

 

3.4 Radicalization: Why and How? 

A framework for the process of radicalization is essential to this research. It is a way to 

identify at what point individuals who go through immigration procedures are most likely to 

experience the radicalization factors. Researchers have identified three phases in the 

radicalization process: sensitivity, group membership and action (Doosje et al, 2016). 

Looking at the macro (role of society and government), meso (the relationship between the 

extremist group and the individual) and micro (individual) factors during each phase, helps 

our understanding of how ‘ordinary citizens’ transform into ‘radicalized individuals.’ The 

micro level factors are particularly important as they can be assessed during the asylum 

application process. 

 

Phase 1: Sensitivity 

Micro level factors such as personal uncertainty and the quest for significance (Doosje et al., 

2016) play an influential role in the sensitivity phase. Schmid (2016) also recognizes specific 

factors at the micro level including “identity problems, failed integration, feelings of 

alienation, marginalisation, discrimination, relative deprivation, humiliation (direct or by 

proxy), stigmatisation and rejection, often combined with moral outrage and feelings of 

(vicarious) revenge.” 
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An important meso level factor during this phase is a person’s social environment. An 

individual’s interactions with the people they are close to and spend the most time with, 

primarily friends and family, can affect their vulnerability to radicalization (Doosje et al., 

2016). In the absence of close social attachments elsewhere, extremist groups offer 

individuals a sense of belonging and strong ties to a group (Ibid.). Another meso level factor, 

known as “fraternal relative deprivation” (Doosje et al, 2016), refers to the feelings of 

injustice people experience when they identify with a group that they feel is treated poorly in 

relation to other groups. For example, Muslims in Europe may feel they are not treated 

equally when it comes to “housing, education, opportunities, work and income” (Ibid.) or that 

they face discrimination as a result of how they are portrayed in the media (Ibid.). 

 

At the macro level, societal factors such as globalization and the pervasiveness of western 

values are perceived as a threat to the Islamic religion, a threat that can drive radicals to 

terrorism (Doosje et al, 2016). Schmid (2013) distinguishes the “role of government and 

society at home and abroad, the radicalization of public opinion and party politics, tense 

majority- minority relationships, especially when it comes to foreign diasporas, and the role 

of lacking socioeconomic opportunities for whole sectors of society which leads to 

mobilisation and radicalization of the discontented.” 

 

Phase 2: Group Membership 

During the group membership phase, an individual with a “cognitive opening” joins a radical 

group (Doosje et al., 2016). Schmid (2013) describes this as the greater “radical milieu — the 

supportive or complicit social surrounding.” This phase relies heavily on mutual commitment 

as the individual becomes fused to the group and in return the group connects with the 

individual (Doosje et al., 2016). Here it is also possible to distinguish influential factors at the 

micro, meso and macro levels. At the micro level individuals start as marginalized members 

of the group and are motivated to prove themselves. In an effort to show loyalty, an 

individual is likely to conform to the norms and values of the group (Doosje et al., 2016). At 

the meso level, the relationship between the group and the individual is strengthened. 

Training and coaching are particularly important as this helps weaken or completely lose the 

connection of new members with their former social environment (Ibid.). With a larger loyal 

membership, radical groups are in a position to challenge the influence of Western nations at 

the macro level (Ibid.). 
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Phase 3: Action 

In the action phase, people turn to the use of violence towards other groups. A micro level 

analysis indicates that factors such as the death of friends or family can lead individuals to 

commit acts of terrorism (Doosje et al., 2016). Video testaments before a violent act 

constitute a meso level commitment to the group that makes it difficult for an individual to 

change their mind (Ibid.). As well, at this level, seeing other groups as a legitimate enemy or 

using euphemisms for the target group, makes committing the attacks easier (Ibid.). At the 

macro level individuals justify their actions through appeal to higher authorities (Ibid.). 

 

Figure 4: Phases and Factors of Radicalization 

 

 

3.5 Fear of Asylum Seeker or Refugee Radicalization  

People fear the radicalization of asylum seekers and refugees for a number of reasons, some 

well-founded, others not. Asylum seekers or refugees have committed unspeakable acts of 

violence or terrorism. As a result of these acts, some people have a tendency to paint every 

asylum seeker or refugee with the same brush. For others, it is a lack of personal connection 

with people from other cultures or a lack of understanding that most refugees, when settled, 

make important economic and cultural contributions to their host countries. 

 

There is some evidence that recruiters do target Syrians seeking asylum. They may be 

vulnerable because of a criminal past or mental health issues; it might also be due to feelings 
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such as discrimination, humiliation and marginalization. A lack of education, unemployment 

or an inferiority complex may make asylum seekers or refugees vulnerable as radical groups 

offer a sense of belonging and/or emotional fulfillment (Europol, 2016a). 

 

Europol published a report describing the possibility the Syrian diaspora in Europe may be 

specifically targeted by jihadist recruiters and the imminent danger of radicalization (Ibid.). 

German authorities have reinforced this concern by identifying approximately 300 attempts 

by jihadists to recruit refugees in Europe as of April 2016 (Ibid.). Recruiters use those factors 

felt during the sensitivity phase of the radicalization process to enhance the appeal of 

radicalization and terrorism.   

 

In addition to the potential for radicalization in host countries in Europe or North America, 

there is a threat that asylum seekers could be recruited in countries near Syria (Sude et al., 

2015; Schmid, 2016). This is particularly problematic as asylum seekers can spend a 

substantial amount of time in transit countries, sometimes in refugee camps, before travelling 

to their destination. To be resettled, Canada requires refugees to be outside their home 

country. Since they most often wait in transit countries, it can be argued that time spent in 

this situation constitutes part of the asylum process.  

 

Hoffman et al. (2007) proposes that radicalized individuals fall into one of three groups. The 

first are converts to Islam, a group which can be further divided into ‘hardcore’, long term 

jihadists who are trained in camps, and ‘walk-ins’, self-radicalized individuals who join the 

movement.  The next group consists of second generation immigrants who have failed to 

assimilate and the third of first-generation migrants who are unable to fit into their adoptive 

society and therefore live in the margins (Hoffman et al., 2007). While there is fear that 

already radicalized individuals are seeking asylum as a means to commit terrorist acts or 

recruit others, this is not the focus of this research. The focus is on Hoffman’s third category: 

first-generation migrants. These are individuals who go through the asylum procedure 

required by their host country and may be unable to integrate, either due to flaws in the 

process or flaws in following up on integration into the host society. These individuals may 

be more likely to situate themselves on the fringes of society in their host country where they 

can become susceptible to radical ideologies.  
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Public opinion on the influx of asylum seekers and refugees appears divided.  On the one 

hand, there is fear that accepting asylum seekers and refugees opens the door to terrorism and 

violent behaviour. On the other hand, there is sympathy for asylum seekers who are trying to 

escape persecution and pose no threat to security. The truth seems to come somewhere in 

between; Syrians seeking safety do not pose a security threat except in certain cases where 

their arrival is dealt with insufficiently (Sude et al., 2015).  

 

There is some historical precedence for the former point of view. Take for example groups 

and individuals that have grown out of refugee crises in the past. The Afghan refugee 

population in Pakistan resulted in the Taliban or Somali refugees aiding the terrorist group al-

Shabaab (Ibid.). Relatively recent examples of failed first generation asylum seekers adopting 

radicalized ideologies and committing terrorist acts include Riaz Khan Ahmadzai, Anis Amri, 

Mohammad Daleel and Rakhmat Akilov.  

 

On 18 July 2016, Riaz Khan Ahmadzai, a 17-year-old Afghan asylum seeker, equipped with 

a knife and axe, injured four people on a train near Würzburg, Germany. Ahmadzai was shot 

dead by police (Oltermann, 2016). The motive behind his attack has been potentially linked 

to the death of one of his friends in Afghanistan (Ibid.), a micro level factor described above 

(section 3.4) as likely to lead to radicalization. Anis Amri, a Tunisian asylum seeker who 

arrived in Germany in 2015, had known connections with ISIL recruiter Abu Walaa (Huggler 

et al., 2016; Walker, 2016). On 19 December 2016, Amri killed 12 people and injured 56 

others by driving a truck into a Christmas market in Berlin. Amri was later killed in a 

shootout with police in Italy (Walker, 2016). A 27-year-old Syrian refugee, Mohammad 

Daleel, sought asylum in Germany in 2015 (Osborne, 2016; Burger, 2016). On 24 July 2016, 

Daleel was killed and 15 others were injured when a bomb in his backpack accidentally 

exploded in Ansbach, Germany (Ibid.). It has been reported that Daleel pledged allegiance to 

the Islamic State and was planning further terrorist attacks (Ibid.). On April 7, 2017 in 

Sweden, Rakhmat Akilov, a 39-year old asylum seeker from Uzbekistan with alleged 

connections to ISIL, drove a hijacked truck into a crowd killing five people and injuring 15 

others (Khomami, 2017).  
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3.6 Preventing Radicalization  

As asylum seekers and refugees are most likely to radicalize when they have limited 

integration and acceptance (IOM, 2003), the risk of radicalization may be eased through 

government policies that promote multiculturalism, an increasingly important idea as the 

influx of asylum seekers and refugees increases diversity (Ibid.). Immigration policies that 

promote cohesive, inclusive and tolerant societies that allow immigrant populations to live 

comfortably and inclusively could decrease the risk of asylum seekers and refugees turning 

towards radicalized ideologies. Immigration policies that fail to promote such cohesion may 

act as a precursor for discrimination, social exclusion, as well as social and economic 

dissatisfaction within migrant communities. This could result in violent behavior or 

vulnerability for self-radicalization or recruitment (Ibid.). When feelings of non-integration 

and ostracization arise, feelings of resentment and anger may become overpowering, 

unleashing these feelings against host societies (Schmid, 2016).  

 

3.7 Conclusion 

Defining radicalization can be compared to the parable of the three blind men and the 

elephant.  It is interpreted by different people in different ways depending on their context. 

As a result, there is no consensus on what is meant by radicalization. Some points of 

agreement are that radicalization is a process, it involves the relationship between individuals 

and groups, springs from dichotomous world views and exists in response to feelings of 

illegitimate/inappropriate authority.  

 

Sensitivity factors for radicalization include personal uncertainty, quest for significance, 

identity problems, failed integration, feelings of alienation, marginalization, discrimination, 

deprivation, humiliation, stigmatization, rejection, moral outrage and feelings of revenge.  

 

The transformation towards radicalization and the commission of terrorist acts happens in 

three phases: sensitivity, group membership and action. If government policies of cohesion 

and integration fail, the potential for radicalization may increase. Government policies should 

therefore attempt to create a comfortable and inclusive atmosphere, both during the asylum 

process and once refugees have become settled. If policies fail to promote such cohesion and 

asylum seekers or refugees feel discrimination and social and economic exclusion, built up 

anger and frustration may be unleashed resulting in radicalization and political violence. This 
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discussion illustrates the important impact a government’s asylum policies can have on the 

process of radicalization.  
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Chapter 4: Seeking Asylum in the Netherlands and Resettlement in Canada 

“Over one million people have landed on Europe’s shores, fleeing war and persecution, 

seeking a better life for their families . . . Tragically, over 3,700 other children, women and 

men did not survive the perilous journey by sea and their hope for a fresh start died with 

them.”   

Vincent Cochetel, UNHCR Bureau Director for Europe, 2015 

 

Like most stories, the story of Syrian asylum seekers/refugees has a beginning, middle and 

end. This chapter will trace that story from its beginnings in a war-torn country, through a 

hazardous journey to safety, to the approval of their application for asylum or resettlement in 

the Netherlands or Canada. This timeline contributes to an understanding of the experience of 

asylum seekers/refugees as it is influenced by the policies in place in the two countries. It 

also helps clarify which aspects of the process are most likely to promote radicalization and 

whether one system is better equipped than the other to avoid radicalizing factors. This 

chapter looks at the asylum process from the time asylum seekers leave Syria to the time they 

are settled as refugees in their new home. Aspects such as waiting times, living conditions, 

working conditions as well as the support they receive from individuals, communities or 

governments are considered. 

 

4.1 Asylum Seeker or Refugee? 

The terms asylum seeker and refugee, while often used interchangeably, in fact have different 

meanings. This thesis will use the definitions provided by the United Nations. An asylum 

seeker, according to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), also 

known as the United Nations Refugee Agency, is someone whose “request for sanctuary has 

yet to be processed” (UNHCR, 2017b). A refugee, as defined by the 1951 Convention on the 

Status of Refugees, is someone with a:  

[W]ell-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 

nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is 

outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, 

is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not 

having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual 

residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is 

unwilling to return to it. 
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Both Canada and the Netherlands are party to the 1951 Convention (UNHCR, 1951). 

According to these definitions, Syrians who arrive spontaneously in the Netherlands are 

asylum seekers and only become refugees when their application is approved using the above 

criteria. Syrians who arrive in Canada through a resettlement programme are refugees as their 

request for sanctuary has already been processed. 

 

4.2 Spontaneous Arrivals vs Resettlement 

Different countries with different policies on acceptance have extended a welcome to the 4.9 

million people who have fled Syria due to the conflict. Countries where Syrians are more 

likely to arrive ‘spontaneously’ require the application of different policies than countries 

where their arrival can be ‘planned.’ ‘Spontaneous arrivals’ refer to people fleeing Syria 

without preapproved refugee status and who seek to gain such status on arrival. ‘Planned 

arrivals’, as the name implies, are expected and prearranged. Refugees who participate in this 

form of immigration are part of a resettlement programme supported by government and 

private sponsorship.   

 

While the Netherlands and Canada have similar policies for planned and spontaneous 

arrivals, in the case of Syrian asylum seekers, different policies apply in the two countries 

due to the different means of arrival. The Netherlands receives a far greater influx of 

“spontaneous” arrivals due to its relative proximity to Syria. Refugees seeking asylum in 

Canada are most likely to come via a planned arrival given the difficulties crossing the 

Atlantic Ocean presents.  

 

4.3 Seeking Asylum in the Netherlands 

The majority of Syrian asylum seekers 

travel to Turkey where they stay in areas 

on the coast before crossing the 

Mediterranean to Greece (UNHCR, 2015). 

This is a potentially fatal journey in unsafe 

boats and dingies. Between 2015 and 

October of 2016, this journey claimed the 

lives of approximately 7 511 individuals, 

not all of whom were Syrian. (UNHCR, 

Figure 5: Routes to Europe (UNHCR, 2015) 
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2016a).  This represents one death in every 269 arrivals in 2015 and one death per 88 arrivals 

in 2016 (Ibid.). Once in Greece, asylum seekers continuing to the Netherlands can choose 

from multiple routes that include a combination of foot, car and train travel. The route most 

travelled passes through Macedonia, Serbia, Hungary, Austria and Germany (Warren, 2015).  

 

4.3.1 Arriving in the Netherlands  

Between 2011 and 2016, the Netherlands received 32 560 spontaneous first-time asylum 

applications. Of this number, 77 per cent were male and 21 per cent were under 18. Of the 

applications from under 18s, 67 per cent were male (CBS, 2017).  

 

On arrival in the Netherlands, asylum seekers must register with the ‘alien police’ 

(Vreemdelingenpolitie) who record their personal details and examine their belongings. 

Officers question the asylum seekers about past applications, their journey to the Netherlands 

and whether the applicant has any family in the Netherlands or other European countries 

(COA et al., 2015). The asylum seeker’s fingerprints are used to search for information on 

previous asylum claims and criminal history. The alien police also request any documentation 

the asylum seekers can provide (Ibid.).   

 

Once they have registered with the alien police, asylum seekers are directed to the Central 

Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers/Centraal Orgaan opvang asielzoekers (COA) 

(COA et al., 2015). The COA provides accommodation at the central Reception Centre in Ter 

Apel where asylum seekers receive shelter, pocket money and support in preparing their 

asylum request (COA, 2017a). If the Reception Centre does not have the capacity to house a 

large influx of asylum seekers, they are redirected to crisis reception centres. Crisis reception 

centres are currently not needed (Government of the Netherlands, 2017a).    

 

Asylum seekers then enter a rest and preparation period that lasts at least six days (COA et 

al., 2015). During this time, they are prepared for the general asylum procedure. Information 

is provided about the procedures and medical examinations to be carried out before the 

general asylum procedure begins (Ibid.). The results of the medical examination are passed 

on to the IND, with the consent of the asylum seeker. The asylum seeker’s state of health will 

then be considered during the asylum procedure. It is, however, not compulsory to undergo 

the medical examination (Ibid.).  
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4.3.2 Application for asylum  

Once the application process starts, asylum seekers are transferred to a reception location 

near an office of the IND. Here applicants have access to lawyers, the Dutch Refugee 

Council, medical advice and the COA.   

The asylum procedure consists of two interviews. 

The initial interview, with the help of a translator if 

necessary, establishes the individual’s identity, 

nationality and collects details about their journey 

to the Netherlands; the reasons for leaving their 

country do not need to be explained (COA et al., 

2015). Following the interview, the asylum seekers 

receive a report detailing the information disclosed. 

With the help of a lawyer, asylum seekers verify 

that everything in the report is correct and 

problems are adjusted (Ibid.). The second interview 

determines why the individual left their country 

and applied for asylum in the Netherlands 

(Government of the Netherlands, 2017b).  

 

With this information, the IND evaluates the asylum request. At this point, there are two 

possible options. In the first option, no additional information is required and a decision can 

be made within eight days (IND, 2017a). The second option requires more research and 

therefore more time. In this case, the general asylum procedure becomes an extended asylum 

procedure, which can last between six and 18 months depending on the situation (IND, 

2017c).  

 

After interviews with the IND, asylum seekers go to asylum seeker centres where they stay, 

in principle, no longer than one year (COA, 2017b). The support provided at this point 

depends on the stage of the application, however individuals are expected to be as self-

sufficient as possible. Individuals waiting for a decision on their application and those who 

have been granted status can both stay at the asylum seeker centre (Ibid.). 

 

Adults can take advantage of programmes and interviews meant to assist in the current phase 

of their asylum procedure (COA, 2017b). They are expected to contribute to the maintenance 

   Figure 6: Netherlands Asylum Timeline 
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of the reception facilities through tasks such as cleaning communal areas. Accommodation at 

the centre usually consists of between five and eight persons in a room (Ibid.). Each unit has 

bedrooms, a shared living area, kitchen and sanitary facilities. Occupants can participate in 

courses or sports at local clubs. If children are of compulsory age, they must attend school 

(Ibid.). 

  

Open learning centres are available to help with education; computers and Internet access 

allow residents to keep in contact with their family and friends (COA, 2017b). People staying 

in the asylum seekers’ centre receive a weekly allowance to help with expenses such as food 

and clothing. The amount of money depends on the family size and income (Ibid.). Those 

who have money to support themselves contribute to their own costs. The COA gives a one-

time allowance for household effects and occasional allowances for items such as travelling 

or baby clothes (Ibid.).  

 

4.3.3 Approval granted  

Refugees who are granted asylum receive a permit for five years. After five years, they may 

be granted citizenship if the situation in their home country does not improve (IND, 2017b).   

Upon approval, Syrian refugees are assigned to one of the municipalities located throughout 

the Netherlands. The municipality looks for a place for the refugee to stay, which they should 

be able to move into within 14 weeks after being granted a 

residence permit (COA, 2017c). Municipalities have 

identified a range of available accommodation, from 

single-family homes, staircase-access flats or one-bedroom 

flats in a village or town (Ibid.). For single persons, homes 

with shared kitchens, showers, toilets and living rooms are 

available. The homes are usually close to, but not restricted 

to, asylum seeker centres (Ibid.). It is possible to live in 

another region to be with family or for work, education or 

area specific medical treatment. The refugee must accept 

the home that is offered (Ibid.).  

 

Once an asylum application is approved, previous restrictions on work are lifted (e.g., not 

being able to work during the initial asylum procedure or only being allowed to work 24 out 

of every 52 weeks during the extended asylum procedure) (IND, 2017b). The Dutch Council 

Figure 7: Syrian Refugee Dispersal 

Netherlands (CBS, 2016). 
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for Refugees also assists approved applicants with other important matters such as finding 

work or enrolling in school (Ibid.). Refugees are expected to take a civic integration course in 

order to learn Dutch as part of the refugees ‘obligation to integrate’ as set out by the 

Education Executive Agency/Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs (DUO) (Ibid.).  

 

4.4 Resettlement in Canada  

By contrast with the Netherlands, where the majority of Syrians arrive spontaneously, most 

Syrians come to Canada as refugees through a resettlement programme. Resettlement is the 

“transfer of refugees from an asylum country to another state that has agreed to admit them 

and ultimately grant them permanent settlement” (UNHCR, 2017a). Between November 

2015 and March 2016, 99 flights brought the first of the 40 081 Syrians who have since found 

a home in Canada (CIC, 2016a & CIC, 2017a). These flights mainly carried refugees who 

had previously sought protection from the Syrian conflict in Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey 

(Ibid.). While refugees can include individuals or families of more than ten members, 

families of four to five constitute the largest category (Ibid.). The gender distribution is 

relatively balanced with 49% female and 51% male. Refugees have resettled across the 

country with the majority staying in the eastern provinces of Ontario and Quebec (Figure 8) 

(Ibid.).  

 

Figure 8: Syrian Refugee Population Distribution 2016 (Government of Canada, 2016a). 

 

 

4.4.1 Who can apply  

Asylum seekers must be referred by the UNHCR, a designated referral organization (none of 

which have currently have been selected), or a private sponsor. A private sponsor, described 
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in more detail below, is either an individual or group of individuals who provide housing, 

clothing, food, emotional and social support for refugees during a 12-month sponsorship 

period.  

 

Asylum seekers must fall into one of two classes (CIC, 2017b). People in the Convention 

refugee abroad class must be outside their home country and unable to return due to a fear of 

prosecution in relation to race, religion, political opinion, nationality or membership in a 

particular social group. These refugees can be sponsored in any of the three ways described in 

the section on resettlement options below (CIC, 2017b). The Country of asylum class 

includes individuals who are outside their home country or the country where they normally 

live and have been affected by war or human rights abuses. These refugees can resettle in 

Canada through private sponsorship or by showing they can support themselves. A referral is 

still required (CIC, 2017b).  

 

4.4.2 Resettlement options  

Syrians who seek asylum in Canada are sponsored in one of three ways: government assisted, 

blended visa office referred, and private sponsorship (CIC, 2017c). 

 

Government assisted refugees are entirely sponsored by the Government of Canada or the 

province of Quebec for 12 months from their arrival (CIC, 2017d). Non-governmental 

organizations funded by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) provide 

resettlement assistance in the form of accommodation, clothing and food. They also help 

refugees find employment and become self-supporting (Ibid.). The government has sponsored 

21 876 refugees (CIC, 2017c). The processing time, as of April 2017, is 21 months and it can 

take up to six months after the application is approved to travel to Canada (CIC, 2017e). 

 

In the case of Blended visa office referred refugees, the Canadian government and private 

sponsors share responsibility equally, with each providing six months of financial help and 

the private sponsor also offering social and emotional support (CIC, 2017f). The Interim 

Federal Health Programme and provincial agencies provide health care coverage for refugees 

during the sponsorship period (Ibid.). As of 1 January 2017, 3 931 refugees had come to 

Canada through this programme (CIC, 2017c). Travel to Canada happens relatively quickly, 

with refugees arriving between one and four months after approval of their application (CIC, 

2017f).  
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Private sponsorship, as the name implies, are private individuals or groups who sponsor 

refugees for resettlement (CIC, 2017g). This form of sponsorship has brought 14 274 

refugees to Canada as of 1 January 2017 (CIC, 2017c). In 2017, it is expected that Canada 

will admit another 16 000 privately sponsored refugees (CIC, 2017j). Private sponsorship has 

experienced a significant backlog with waiting times of up to 54 months (CIC, 2017e). After 

the approval of an application, it can take up to six months before travel to Canada (CIC, 

2017b).  

 

Various options exist for private sponsorship. Sponsorship agreement holders are 

incorporated local, regional or national organizations that are usually religious, ethno-cultural 

or humanitarian (CIC, 2016c). Constituent groups are closely connected to sponsorship 

agreement holders and must abide by the criteria set out by the latter group (Ibid.). Groups of 

five consist of five or more Canadian citizens or permanent residents over the age of 18 who 

live in communities expecting to resettle refugees (Ibid.). Finally, community sponsors 

consist of any organization, regardless of their status - for profit, not for profit, incorporated 

or not incorporated – located in a community able to receive refugees (Ibid.).  

 

Private sponsors help refugees with food, housing and clothing as well as social, emotional 

and financial support (CIC, 2016c). Private sponsors dedicate themselves to help with the 

resettlement for one year or until the refugees can support themselves (Ibid.). In some cases, 

support can be extended, up to a maximum of 36 months in total. If support is required for 

longer than 12 months, a sponsor can refuse to continue (Ibid.). 

 

Sponsors and refugees are matched in one of two ways.  Sponsors can refer an individual or 

family they know personally or through family or friends (CIC, 2016c).  Alternatively, the 

Matching Centre in Ottawa maintains an inventory of visa office-referred refugees who are 

seeking a private sponsor. If refugees come as a family, it is not possible to sponsor only one 

member (Ibid.).  

 

4.4.3 Application for resettlement  

To apply for resettlement in Canada, Syrian refugees must first undergo a medical 

examination and pass a security check to establish that they have not committed a serious 

crime and do not pose a security threat (CIC, 2016c). As a result, individuals admitted into 

Canada are considered a “low security risk” (CIC, 2016b) Individuals who fall into this 
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category include women, complete families and people who are members of the lesbian, gay, 

bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) community (Ibid.). To achieve this, the Canadian 

government, in partnership with the Turkish government and the UNHCR in Lebanon and 

Jordan, identify low risk individuals (Ibid.).  

 

The screening process then moves on to an immigration and security interview. This step is 

used to confirm the applicant information before they are selected for resettlement (CIC, 

2016b). After this interview, the next stage is identity and document verification, which 

includes biometric data such as fingerprints and digital photos. Law enforcement and 

intelligence partners are involved at this stage, as screening of refugees involves checking 

immigration, law enforcement and security databases (Ibid.). The health check-up is a 

complete medical exam that screens for contagious diseases such as tuberculosis (Ibid.). 

 

The ability of refugees to establish themselves successfully in Canada is also evaluated using 

criteria such as the existence of a family or sponsor in Canada, the ability to speak or quickly 

learn English or French, the likelihood of employment and the resourcefulness of the 

applicant (CIC, 2016c). An exception is made for asylum seekers in need of urgent 

protection, who are not assessed based on their ability to establish (Ibid.). When asylum 

seekers apply as a family, the settlement potential of every family member is reviewed 

individually. 

 

As a final step, the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) confirms the identity of the 

refugees before they leave for Canada. After arrival in Canada, there is another identity 

verification process and final health check (Ibid.).  

 

Using the above criteria, Canadian visa officers evaluate the applications. Their decision is 

forwarded to the International Organization for Migration (IOM) or another organization 

approved by the Canadian government (CIC, 2014a, 2014b & 2014c). When an application is 

accepted, the IOM will help the refugees travel to Canada. However, even after an 

application has been approved, refugees must wait, generally four to eight weeks, but in some 

cases months, after their visa is issued before travelling (CIC, 2017h).   
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4.4.4 Path to Canada  

The IOM or other authorized organizations notify the refugees regarding the date of travel. 

The organization books a flight, arranges transportation to the airport, helps with check-in 

and provides other necessary assistance (CIC, 2014a, 2014b & 2014c). If the refugee does not 

have a valid travel document, the Government of Canada provides one (Ibid.). The cost of 

travel and the medical examination are covered by the Canadian government in the form of a 

loan that must be paid back in one to six years depending on the amount (Ibid.).  

 

A representative of the organization that provides services for immigrants welcomes 

government-sponsored refugees (CIC, 2014b). The role of the organization is to prepare the 

newly arrived refugee for their first days in Canada (Ibid.). The organization provides a place 

to stay for four to six weeks, such as a reception house or hotel, and helps refugees find an 

alternative long-term solution (CIC, 2017k). The organization also provides information that 

will help with becoming settled in Canada (Ibid.).  

 

Refugees who participate in the blended sponsor programme or who are privately sponsored, 

are welcomed by their sponsor (CIC, 2014a & 2014c). The sponsor provides a place to stay 

such as an apartment, house or hotel. This may be temporary or long-term, depending on the 

circumstances (Ibid.). Upon arrival refugees are given clothing and food. The sponsor is also 

there to answer questions about health and dental care, school for children, language classes, 

banking, transportation, interpretation services, etc (Ibid.).  

 

On arrival refugees receive permanent resident status. This allows them to remain 

permanently in Canada and enables them to work or attend school. Permanent residents who 

live in Canada for a minimum of 1 095 days during a five-year period, and who meet all 

requirements are eligible to become Canadian citizens (CIC, 2017m).   

 

At the end of the private sponsorship period, refugees can still receive support from 

provincial and territorial governments (CIC, 2017i). The Resettlement Assistance Programme 

assists refugees who may need continued help finding resources or applying for social 

assistance. Some services, including language training and employment support, are provided 

until refugees are granted Canadian citizenship.  
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Figure 9: Canadian Resettlement Timeline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5 Asylum Procedure and Radicalization  

An analysis of the asylum procedures described above indicates the existence of certain 

aspects that could start asylum seekers or refugees on the path to radicalization. 

 

4.5.1 Dutch asylum procedure and radicalization  

During the first eight days after asylum seekers arrive in the Netherlands, there is a lot to 

organize, such as registration with the alien police, a medical examination, two interviews 

and meetings with lawyers (COA et al., 2015). Most of this is likely new for the asylum 

seeker, potentially causing high levels of stress. A lack of language skills could make 

communication difficult, leading to misunderstanding and frustration. Misunderstanding 

could lead to decisions being made that are not based on accurate information, causing 

asylum seekers to feel unfairly treated. Doosje et al. (2016) identifies feelings of unfair 

treatment as a meso level factor during the group phase of radicalization.  

 

An important potential area of instability is the wait for a decision on their application, during 

both the general asylum procedure and the extended asylum procedure, although the former 

would appear to pose less of a risk. The extended asylum procedure presents a greater 

potential risk due to the prolonged state of uncertainty. The practice of moving people to 

different municipalities could make it difficult to make and maintain social connections. 
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During the extended asylum procedure, the opportunity for family unification is limited 

(IND, 2017c), creating more uncertainty and feelings of loneliness and deprivation. If an 

asylum seeker enters the extended asylum procedure their chances of socio-economic success 

are also compromised (Bakker et al., 2013). 

 

During the extended asylum procedure, asylum seekers are more likely to feel less confident 

about their future, making it more difficult for them to integrate into Dutch society. Once 

refugee status has been granted, it is preferable to offer support for integration, as prolonged 

periods of uncertainty, especially in areas such as housing and employment, has the potential 

to increase susceptibility to radicalization.  

 

While there are opportunities for exposure to radicalization factors throughout the asylum 

procedure, the people most susceptible are those who enter the extended asylum procedure, 

as their hope for a better life is put on hold. Due to the length of the procedure, they could 

face challenges with work, integration and family reunification. Even if the application is 

approved at the end of the extended asylum procedure, the experience is not forgotten, 

potentially compromising the refugee’s success in establishing themselves in the Netherlands.  

 

4.5.2 Canadian asylum procedure and radicalization  

Canada’s process has the advantage that refugees are pre-screened and classified as low 

security risks. While it is not always the case, many refugees come to Canada as a family and 

as a result are likely less susceptible to the factors that lead to radicalization. Other important 

factors are housing and support for integration. In Canada, housing, especially for those who 

have private sponsors is provided on arrival, which minimizes stress and uncertainty. 

Integration is a high priority with direct support from private sponsors or organizations in 

finding a job, language training, navigating the health care system and other aspects of 

everyday life in a new country (CIC, 2017g).  

 

The direct contact with a sponsor means privately sponsored refugees or blended visa office 

refugees receive more support than those who arrive via the government assisted sponsorship 

programme. Government sponsored refugees may have to spend time in a reception house 

and do not receive the same level of direct support. They may experience uncertainty, 

problems finding accommodation and difficulty knowing who to turn to for help with 

socioeconomic integration.  
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The wait times for a decision on Canadian resettlement applications are long, particularly for 

privately sponsored refugees (CIC, 2017e). Refugees must wait in transit countries, 

sometimes in refugee camps, where recruitment by radical groups is a possibility. The longer 

they stay in these uncertain conditions, the more likely they are to be susceptible to factors of 

radicalization. Refugees coming via private sponsorship are likely at the greatest risk because 

of the time they spend in transit countries. As well, during the screening process, applicants 

may experience sensitivity factors such as marginalization, humiliation or rejection.  

 

Canada has an international reputation as a good place to live. This can lead to unrealistic 

expectations on the part of refugees as to what their life will be like once they arrive. Canada 

is, however, not without its problems. Unemployment is high in some places, housing is often 

expensive and difficult to find, and Canadians can also be reluctant to welcome refugees. 

Finding a job, learning English or French, making friends can be unexpectedly difficult. 

Unmet expectations are a particular worry for radicalization as they can mark the start of a 

downward spiral for some people, already at a socio-economic disadvantage, and become a 

barrier to integration.  

 

As mentioned above, Canada has the advantage of choosing refugees who pose the least 

security risk. However, if this advantage is not handled in the correct way, Canada is not free 

from the fear that refugees will radicalize due to their asylum procedure. A swift resettlement 

process, while still maintaining a high level of security, may help minimize the risk of 

exposure to radicalization factors. Integration and support that is consistent and lasts for as 

long as needed, could also be helpful. It is unrealistic to think that after 12-months support 

does not need to continue, as it can take longer to establish oneself in a new country. The 

resettlement programme should try to ensure that expectations are realistic in order to help 

prevent disappointment and any associated unhappiness. 

 

4.6 Conclusion  

This chapter traced the path, both physical and administrative, of asylum seekers from Syria 

to the Netherlands or Canada. Based on a review of government information, it described the 

asylum procedure for spontaneous arrivals in the Netherlands and Canada’s resettlement of 

refugees whose arrival is planned.  
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A brief analysis of sensitivity factors for radicalization, as they relate to how the processes 

are designed to work in each country, indicates that these factors may be present. For 

Canadian asylum seekers, exposure is most likely before they arrive in Canada. In the 

Netherlands, by contrast, it is most likely after arrival, especially during the extended asylum 

procedure.  

 

Both the Netherlands and Canada face the greatest risk when the immigration process drags 

on. The risk continues if integration and cohesion are not dealt with properly, a more 

significant area of vulnerability in the Netherlands than in Canada. While the Netherlands has 

made some effort to promote integration, it seems more likely that Canada’s resettlement 

programme, and the welcome it provides, may offer greater hope of fostering a sense of 

belonging.  

 

Chapters 5 and 6 will explore the likelihood of exposure to radicalization factors in more 

detail, based on interviews with Syrians who have experienced the process first-hand. 
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Chapter 5: To Stay or to Go? Leaving Syria  

When the war started, many respondents refused to believe it would last long or that it would 

escalate to its current scale. While some people left at the start of the war, others tried to stay 

in Syria as long as possible. Regardless of whether they left before the war intensified or 

waited until they could no longer stay because of immediate threats to their lives, both groups 

faced an unexpected, emotionally overwhelming and often dangerous journey. This chapter 

discusses the situation asylum seekers faced while leaving Syria, their experiences in adjacent 

countries and their journey to Europe. Since leaving the adjacent country is part of Canada’s 

resettlement process, travel to Canada will be covered in Chapter 6.  

 

While every individual’s experience is unique, certain main themes that emerged during the 

interviews are presented here. 

 

5.1 The Decision to Leave Syria 

Leaving home, family and friends – respondents made it clear that this was the most difficult 

part of a difficult journey. The statement by RN1 is illustrative in this regard: “longing for my 

parents and my land, Syria.”  For others, leaving Syria was more than just the sadness felt 

leaving their home and not knowing when they would be able to go back and see the 

mountains, towns or villages where they had lived their entire lives. These respondents were 

forced by sudden attacks to escape on very short notice, leaving everything behind and 

without saying good-bye: 

I had to leave all of a sudden within 48 hours. I don’t know how I packed 

all my stuff and left to take a cab at four in the morning to get to the border 

crossing two hours later. At the checkpoint for the border they search for 

my name, if they find me they will tell the Syrian government where I am. I 

was really afraid, it was a couple of minutes but for me it was a couple of 

years. I was gambling for my life at this moment and when he finally 

stamped my passport, he stamped it not that I have access to leave but that 

I am allowed to live. That moment he stamped my passport was also a very 

difficult time because I knew it meant that I cannot go back again. RN6 

 

This illustrates not just the emotional stress associated with leaving, but also the anxiety 

associated with the risk of being reported. To stay or to leave – both were gambles with life-

threatening consequences. 
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5.1.1 Crossing the border 

If the decision to leave is hard, the process of leaving can be even harder. In response to the 

influx of Syrian refugees, neighbouring countries erected “unlawful administrative, legal, and 

even physical barriers” (Human Rights Watch, 2016). Lebanon, for example, despite a 

bilateral open-door treaty, imposed visa like restrictions in 2015 that limit Syrians’ freedom 

of movement. In 2016, after a car bomb killed six Jordanian officers, Jordan closed their 

borders to Syrians (Ibid.). On Syria’s northern border, Turkey is sending asylum seekers 

away and instances of Turkish police shooting and killing Syrians to prevent them from 

entering the country have been reported. Between January and June 2016, eight people were 

killed and 60 others were injured (Kingsley, 2016). One respondent reflects on the treatment 

by Turkish authorities:   

They closed the borders and they shoot people. They kill people directly. 

There is no stop and go back, it is just if you cross the border they will 

shoot you.RN9    

 

Respondents in the Netherlands and Canada described similar dangers in their flight from 

Syria. Leaving the country by bus was a long and dangerous journey. In addition to the 

constant threat from ISIL and other terrorist groups, their buses were the targets of bombs and 

gunfire. One respondent talked about being kidnapped by a terrorist group after escaping the 

Kobanî massacre where 16 members of his family died: 

On the way, they kidnapped the bus we were on. For one week, they took us 

to an old house and hid us there. There were around 40 people and most of 

them died. They were killing the people who did not give them money. The 

whole week the baby was crying and there was no milk to feed her because 

they took it. We were giving her water. We were all surviving on water. 

After a week in kidnap, how does it feel? Nothing. You have nothing left. 

What is there to feel? RC14 

 

At border crossings, there was no guarantee refugees would be allowed to pass. Even those 

who already had paperwork due to sponsorship could be denied. As well, if respondents were 

already living in a country surrounding Syria but went back to Syria, for example because a 

family member died, they were not guaranteed reentry. This forced some families apart. One 

respondent explained what happened when his wife tried to get back into Lebanon after 

visiting her mom:  
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They stopped her at the border and would not let her back. She contacted 

me so that I could go and get her but I could not leave Lebanon because if I 

leave I would be killed. I begged officers on the borders. If we did not get 

approval by midnight, they would send us for good to Syria and we would 

not be allowed back in Lebanon. In the end, they allowed us to enter. RN23  

 

5.2 Life in a Transit Country  

Migration can be divided into three stages: pre-migration, migration and post-migration. The 

time spent in countries surrounding Syria makes up part of the migration stage. During this 

period, refugees are likely to “experience prolonged uncertainty about their citizenship 

status” and “situations that expose them to violence” (Kirmayer, et at., 2011). Enduring 

extended periods of time with inadequate resources and facing frequent actual or threatened 

violence can provoke depression or other mental health problems (Ibid.). Respondents echoed 

this finding, explaining how poor living conditions, the inability to find a job and the fear of 

leaving the house led to a frustrating cycle of sleeping, eating and looking for work. 

 

As the time spent waiting for the opportunity to travel to Europe or to resettle in Canada can 

last from months to years, it is important to listen to the respondents’ descriptions of life as 

they wait and to understand how the conditions of their stay can have a profound impact on 

their emotional and physical wellbeing and their ability to integrate once they arrive their new 

country. 

 

Some interviewees reported long-term mental health issues as a result of the migration stage 

of their journey. Most respondents mentioned they were always scared for their lives and felt 

as if they could die at any moment. They “felt stress because it is not possible to walk in the 

street. There is no freedom and no safety. There is no security in anything.” RC8 Even 

individuals who fled to Lebanon and were half Lebanese were fearful:  

Even though I am half Syrian half Lebanese it was still hard. It was difficult 

to work. It was even difficult to go grocery shopping. In order to grocery 

shop I had to walk a different route so that I did not become known.RC22 

 

As mentioned above, most respondents who stayed in surrounding countries initially hoped 

the war would end soon and they would be able to return to Syria. As the tempo of the war 

increased, respondents stayed for longer periods in the country where they sought temporary 
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safety. This meant they needed to find work, potentially learn a new language and avoid the 

constant threat of being taken or beaten. 

 

5.2.1 Employment  

Respondents reported that the most difficult aspect of living in a transit country was the limit 

on legal stay.  

You can’t stay there legally. If you are lucky enough to get a visa, you will 

never get a work permit. It’s not just for Turkey, also in Lebanon and in 

Jordan. As people who fled our country we are not rich enough to sustain 

ourselves, maybe for one or two years, but you need to find work in the 

end.RN9  

 

This added to the challenges and frustration experienced by respondents. They were unable to 

support themselves for long periods of time, especially given the large amounts of money 

they already had paid to leave Syria. 

 

From the interviews, it emerged that language and employment were intimately linked. 

Respondents who fled to Arabic speaking countries found it easier to find work. Those who 

ended up in non-Arabic speaking countries had to overcome the language barrier, a difficult 

obstacle as, without work, they could not afford to attend language classes. Some respondents 

did find a job without speaking the language and were able to learn the language at work. 

 

Some respondents discovered that promises to hire them if they learned the language were 

not kept. They learned the language and applied for a job for which they were qualified. 

Employers would consider them until they found out they were Syrian and “no work for 

Syrians here” RN4 was the response. Every rejection added to the hopelessness and 

disappointment, especially when potential opportunities failed only because of their 

nationality. 

 

While some respondents were relatively positive about their experience in countries 

surrounding Syria, a strong majority were not. Among the many reasons given, the most 

common was that Syrian refugees did not feel they were treated equally, particularly in terms 

of work. Many reported working long hours at tough jobs for insufficient pay. 

Life in Lebanon was not easy but we managed. It was not stable. The most 

difficult thing is work and how we were treated. I worked three jobs as a 
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farmer and raising chickens for commercial sale. These are difficult jobs to 

do and the salary was very low. They did not treat us in a good way.RC17  

 

5.2.2 Discrimination and violence 

Participants described an atmosphere of hatred and mistrust. They told of locals who shouted 

slogans such as “refugees unwelcome” and “go home to your own country” as they walked in 

the streets. Some reported experiencing violence associated with anti-refugee sentiment. One 

respondent provided a specific example of violence in his work place:  

They started a fight, telling me to go back to my own country. One suddenly 

attacked me and put his arm around my neck trying to kill me. I escaped 

but it was not easy because everyone came to help him. It was a bloody day 

for me – my head, neck, back, arm – blood, blood, blood.RN4 

 

Respondents who stayed in Lebanon reported a level of discrimination that made it difficult 

to feel welcome and safe. People cited two reasons why the Lebanese “hate Syrians”: the 29-

year Syrian occupation of Lebanon and the overwhelming influx of Syrian refugees.  

The whole middle east they do not treat you like a human. There is 

discrimination and minorities are not welcome.RN8  

 

Respondents who fled to Turkey, felt discrimination was the result of cultural differences and 

the large number of refugees. They were often surprised at the lack of hospitality as they 

believed if the roles were reversed, Syrians would welcome refugees more readily. As one 

respondent who stayed in Turkey expressed it: 

We never felt very welcomed. If it was the opposite and Turkish people 

went to Syria, the Syrians would welcome them. Syrians and Arabs are very 

welcoming when people arrive so we were expecting that from the Turkish 

but they have a different culture and we did not get the same welcoming or 

atmosphere we were expecting. 

Turkish people were really welcoming at the beginning of the events but 

Turkey got overwhelmed. Too many people went and the good people are 

mixed with the bad people and things became mixed up causing Turkey to 

be more cautious when dealing with Syrians. This caused them to be less 

and less welcoming over the years.RC4  

 

Respondents who stayed in Jordan, generally did not feel they were discriminated against. 
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5.2.3 Living conditions 

Most of the interviewees were able to rent accommodation and did not have to stay in refugee 

camps. They talked about how fortunate they were as “the stress they have in refugee camps 

is unbearable. It is too much.” RC4 Two respondents who stayed in a refugee camp made it 

clear before the interview that they did not want to talk about the conditions there as the 

memories were too painful. This unwillingness to remember that time, is a testament to the 

severity of the conditions they had to endure. 

  

In 1955, UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Dr. Gerrit Jan van Heuven Goedhart 

addressed the conditions in refugee camps, claiming the camps “should burn holes in the 

conscience of those who are privileged to live in better conditions” (UNHCR, 1955). In 2016, 

Greek politician Panagiotis Kouroumblis compared the current migration situation to the 

conditions mentioned by Dr. Gerrit Jan van Heuven Goedhart. Kouroumblis stated that the 

refugee camps were “scenes from another century, another time" (Worley & Dearden, 2016). 

Refugees living in camps struggle to obtain the basic necessities of life, conditions that put 

them at risk of “sinking deeper and deeper into poverty” (UNHCR, 2015). 

  

Life outside the refugee camps, while better, was not without its difficulties. Some 

respondents described it as “worse than wartime Syria.” RN6 They talked about crowded 

conditions: 

Everything in our home was in one 10’ X 10’ room. This was for four 

people. It was very bad living conditions.RC17  

 

Many felt isolated, with no sense that anyone was willing to help them: 

Even the neighbours were not cooperative. We had to sleep on the floor. 

There was no one. We did not have a sense of community to help each 

other.RC9 

 

5.2.4 Children 

Parents expressed particular concern about their children’s future, especially if their children 

were of military age. Finding proper schooling in a transit country was a major worry for 

many respondents. Children were forced to go to expensive private schools due to local 

regulations:  
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It’s hard because you have to pay for everything so if you didn’t pay for the 

school, they are going to kick your son out and they send him home.RC8 

 

With no jobs, the lack of money made it difficult to keep children in school. Here again, 

respondents cited discrimination as a major contributing factor in finding adequate education. 

 

5.2.5 Physical and mental health 

In support of the findings of Kirmayer et al. (2011) in Common mental health problems in 

immigrants and refugees: general approach in primary care, some respondents reported 

suffering from mental health problems due to the migration process. The most common 

problems were depression and anxiety. One respondent was not able to stay in a closed room 

due to her anxiety and was constantly shaking. When asked if she was uncomfortable with 

the interview, she confirmed she was always like this due to her experience leaving Syria, 

living in Turkey and coming to Canada. Another respondent directly reported the impact that 

living in Lebanon had on her mental and physical health: 

It was difficult how they treated us. I have been emotionally devastated in 

Lebanon. They did not treat us equally and we were feeling isolated and 

unhappy. I was on medication for panic attacks because of stress and fast 

heartbeats. I have depression, panic attacks and anxiety due to living in 

Lebanon.RC18 

 

5.3 Leaving the Transit Country   

Difficult living conditions, both physical and emotional, along with the inability to work and 

support themselves were driving forces in the decision of respondents to leave countries such 

as Lebanon, Libya, Turkey, Greece and Jordan and seek sanctuary in Europe.  

 

While respondents who came to Canada described similar conditions in the transit country, 

they were unwilling to undertake an uncertain, expensive and dangerous journey and chose 

instead to register with the UNHCR. Some respondents did not want to continue to feel they 

were living illegally: 

So many people move from Syria to Europe illegally, but I didn’t want to 

do this. I wanted it to be regulated by law and accepted by the 

government.RC8  
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Others could not afford to pay smugglers or felt the risks were too great, especially if they 

had to travel by boat. They felt Canada also offered greater certainty in terms of long term 

stability: 

The floating boat, if it pops they are going to drown and this is very scary. 

For us, we are in a plane.RC15  

I heard about Europe and that the conditions are not like Canada. They 

don’t give you residency and you have to keep renewing that. Some people 

they move through the sea and it was a dangerous situation to go to 

Europe. What we are having here, we are incredibly lucky and everyone 

should be grateful. In Europe, they don’t have permanent residency, it is 

just temporary. We don’t have to fear that we have to leave and are very 

welcomed. In a few years, we can get full citizenship. This doesn’t happen 

in Europe.RC8  

 

Canadian respondents registered with the UNHCR and they waited to hear about where they 

could go: 

  They came to my home and they visited us. They came three times and 

investigated our living conditions and then decided to bring us to 

Canada.RC17 

 

The length of time asylum seekers wait depends on a number of factors, including the 

complexity of the application, the location of the applicant, the number of people waiting to 

be processed and the security in the region (CIC, 2017l). According to Immigration, Refugees 

and Citizenship Canada, the wait from the time an application is received to the time it is 

approved has historically varied between eight and 19 months for refugees living in Turkey 

and Lebanon. Once the visa is approved there can be a further delay while arrangements are 

made for departure documents (Ibid.).   

 

5.3.1 Travelling to the Netherlands 

As described in Chapter 4, most of the respondents travelled through many countries to get to 

Europe. This section will describe the different ways respondents came to the Netherlands, 

their stories of smugglers and their descriptions of travelling on foot, by boat, train and/or car. 

As mentioned above, leaving the asylum country is integral to Canada’s resettlement process 

and will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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More than 90% of migrants seeking asylum in European Union (EU) countries travel via 

criminal networks (Europol, 2016b). While it is possible to apply to enter the Netherlands 

legally, because of the current situation in Syria this option is not always feasible. One 

respondent, who tried to come legally, explained the difficulties: 

I applied to go to the United Kingdom but they rejected me with no logical 

reason. The United States of America rejected me twice. I tried to go to 

Switzerland, but they said the application closes in two days and it’s the 

weekend, so I missed the deadline. I tried to go to the Netherlands via a 

scholarship in Rotterdam, I was rejected without being given a proper 

reason. RN18 

 

Repeated rejection and the difficulties and delay in legal access has caused asylum seekers to 

resort to the services of smugglers. Many respondents mentioned that dealing with the 

smugglers was worse than being in the war in Syria. They claimed it is possible to get used to 

the bombs falling and the shots being fired but every respondent strongly felt that while the 

smugglers help them, they are still liars and bad guys. The United Nations Office of Drugs 

and Crime (UNODC, 2017) agrees: 

Smuggled migrants are vulnerable to abuse and exploitation. Their safety 

and even their lives are often put at risk; they may suffocate in containers, 

perish in deserts or drown at sea while being smuggled by profit-seeking 

criminals who treat them as goods. 

 

Respondents described smugglers as often, if not always, under the influence of drugs and 

alcohol and further seemed to believe that, “no one doing this job could do it if they were not 

[intoxicated].”RC18 Respondents commonly felt that smugglers did not care about the lives of 

the asylum seekers but “only care if they get money and not if we get to our destination.” RN2 

Smugglers cared little about the travel conditions for the respondents. Many claimed that 

smugglers constantly put them in life-threatening conditions. In the words of one respondent:  

I found a guy who promised that I would travel with a big boat. He said it 

would be safe with food, water and everything. When it came down to it, I 

sat in a 13m boat for 11 days with 215 other people. There was no food or 

water. Every day, I thought this is the day I am going to die, if not today, 

tomorrow. I was hopeless. RN20 

 

Many respondents reported similar experiences. According to another respondent, “when the 

boat was sinking, I was hopeless, I lost all hope, it was like I had been shot.” RN7 
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Respondents described the smugglers’ large, powerful network between Turkey, Greece and 

the rest of Europe. This network means smugglers still pose a threat once asylum seekers 

arrive at their destination. As it is most common for migrants to pay between 3 000 and 6 000 

euros when they reach their destination (Europol, 2016b), smugglers can still pose a danger 

after asylum seekers reach Europe: 

They are really dangerous even here. You mistreat them here or you 

mistreat them there they will send someone to kill you. They did that. A guy 

managed to get out but refused to pay the smuggler and a guy came to him 

in the night and said you have to pay now and if you don’t pay now I will 

stab you. RN18  

 

Respondents often described their interactions with authorities as frustrating, insulting, 

humiliating and embarrassing. They reported instances where authorities tried to sink them 

by crashing into their dinghies or shot at a boat full of refugees in an attempt to kill the 

smuggler saying, “we have to shoot him, either he will die, or you will all die, but we have no 

choice.” RN18 Many respondents were captured at sea and jailed in countries such as Turkey, 

Greece and Lebanon. In these prisons, they felt treated like criminals, rather than people 

fleeing war. One respondent recalled spending time in the same place as a woman convicted 

of murder. This treatment caused respondents to feel high levels of personal uncertainty.   

 

For respondents who arrived safely in Europe, with the goal of reaching the Netherlands, 

their struggles with smugglers and authorities were not over:  

I was in a truck with 60 people. We were just like cows, lambs, just animals 

stacked above each other. I reached the point where my breathing was 

about to stop. There were too many people and they were all screaming. 
RN17 

 We feared the criminals while walking. We feared that someone would 

kidnap us. It was dangerous and tiring. The conditions were not good, it 

was hot weather and we had no food or water. We had to sleep in the 

forest. This caused us psychological problems. We always had to pay more 

money and we always feared that the police would catch us. The Serbian 

police treated us in an insulting way. As well, in Greece, the treatment by 

police is not good; it is not humanitarian. This caused mixed emotions: 

frustration and anger. I did not expect this treatment from European 

people. RN15 
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Between the time refugees leave Syria and arrive in Europe, they have experienced emotional 

and physical hardship because of what they have seen and how they have been treated. These 

conditions often leave them exhausted upon arrival in the new country they hope to call 

home. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 

Respondents from both the Netherlands and Canada consistently recalled traumatic 

experiences in transit countries and while travelling to Europe that are clearly linked to eight 

sensitivity factors associated with the radicalization process: personal uncertainty, failed 

integration, alienation, marginalization, discrimination, deprivation, humiliation and 

rejection.  

 

Most Syrians interviewed left in search of a better life for their family. They hoped for 

stability, safety and a better future. What lay ahead was a difficult and dangerous journey 

with many uncertainties. Arriving in what was thought to be a safe neighbouring country, 

they continued to fear for their lives. They reported experiencing hatred and discrimination 

and as a result were left with physical and psychological side effects such as rapid heart rates, 

high blood pressure, diabetes, depression and anxiety. Their experiences and the emotional 

fallout could mark their lives forever, affecting how they live, interact with others and adjust 

to life in a new country. 

 

Respondents’ stories, about the time between their decision to leave Syria and applying for 

asylum or resettlement, reveal potential openings for the factors that can cause radicalization. 

For asylum seekers travelling to the Netherlands, the most vulnerable point is likely the time 

spent with smugglers in dangerous conditions. Life-threatening situations, both at the hands 

of the smugglers and by authorities trying to deal with smugglers, caused great personal 

uncertainty, along with feelings of humiliation and rejection, all of which enhance 

vulnerability to the radicalization process. 

 

Whether respondents travelled through transit countries on their way to the Netherlands or 

spent extended periods of time there while waiting for their Canadian resettlement application 

to be processed, they had stories to tell of discrimination, feeling unwelcome, and 

mistreatment by authorities. It is important for these countries to address the personal and 

economic uncertainty of asylum seekers and refugees. Neglecting to do this can make 
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integration at their destination more difficult. Worse, it can motivate these groups, whether 

staying or passing through, to find a group where the rules and norms are clearly laid out and 

they are made to feel welcome and valued. As we learned from Schmid and Doosje et al. in 

chapter 3, extremist groups are happy to offer a sense of belonging to people who cannot find 

close social attachments elsewhere.   
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Chapter 6: The long wait  

Arriving in a new country is a time of uncertainty for anyone. The culture is different, the 

money is different, the language is different. Coming as an asylum seeker or refugee fleeing 

war and leaving home and family suddenly behind, can only add to the stress experienced by 

a newcomer. This chapter highlights excerpts from the stories of the refugees and asylum 

seekers who experienced the immigration procedure first hand – their emotional response, 

their challenges and successes, the good and the not so good. Section 6.1 recounts the 

participants’ experiences in the Netherlands, while section 6.2 discusses their experiences in 

Canada.  

 

6.1 Experiences During the Dutch Asylum Procedure  

While some respondents did not actively choose the Netherlands as their final destination, 

others went to extreme lengths to make the land of tulips, canals and windmills their home. 

Respondents who chose the Netherlands did so because they heard it was a country where 

human rights were valued, where most people could speak English, where interactions with 

the local population were positive and where family reunification was fast. 

 

6.1.1 Application for asylum  

Respondents reported having come to the Netherlands in one of two ways - by plane or by 

land. They related different experiences depending on their means of travel. The current 

asylum procedure when arriving by plane has changed since the arrival of the people 

interviewed for this thesis. Previously asylum seekers would complete their procedure at the 

airport. The current approach is to process all applicants at the reception centre in Ter Apel.  

 

Six respondents arrived in the Netherlands by plane. Although they understood the need to 

screen passengers, they felt that they were treated as if they were criminals not asylum 

seekers. 

They stop you and wait at the door of the airplane. They were checking all 

the passports coming from outside of the EU. For others, it was enough for 

them just to show what passport they have but when I showed them my 

passport they took it and grabbed my hand and said, “please stop here.” 

Waiting until all passengers left the airplane and walking with this person 

all the way around the airport until you arrive at the desk, it was not nice 

for me. I know this guy is following orders; it’s not his fault. It wasn’t easy 

and I had to wait really a long time until I got the first questions. Being in 
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this situation as a suspect is not nice. I understand, but it was not nice, so it 

was hard for me.RN6 

The police at the airport carried out an initial interview and examination of the asylum 

seekers’ belongings. Respondents, while sympathetic with the need for this procedure, often 

felt intimidated by their treatment and the conduct of the police officers. 

Then I tell myself I will wait; I will pass and drink coffee outside. I don’t 

know what will happen. I travelled 17 times, many times to Dhabi, but this 

is the first time I see bodies stopped in the corridor. They catch people and 

look directly at each document because the airplane came from Turkey. 

One person he said hello, where are you from? I say Greece. He said 

kalimera; I said kalimera. He told me you have only ID. It’s normal to 

travel with only ID. He said, you need another document, a passport. I told 

him I am Syrian. This is my ID. He said, maybe this one is also fake. No 

this is real. The police come to me, everyone looked at me.RN2  

 

One respondent, who arrived legally and only later decided to apply for asylum described the 

arrival at Schiphol. 

It was hard when I arrived at Schiphol Airport. Walking among passengers 

and people, it does not give you a nice feeling. It gives you the feeling that 

you have done something bad and although you know you are here to give 

a guest lecture, you are still forced to walk with the police in the airport. 
RN6 

 

Following the initial assessment at the airport, asylum seekers spent up to five days waiting in 

jail-like conditions. Respondents reported poor communication with staff, uncertainty about 

how to make phone calls home or even how to find drinking water.  

 

Asylum seekers then took part in two rounds of interviews with the IND and, if their 

application was approved, they proceed to an asylum centre where they follow the same 

procedure as people who arrive by land. 

 

The advantage of coming by plane is that the procedure is relatively fast; one respondent 

reported arriving on the second of the month and receiving a permit by the thirteenth.  

 

When arriving by land in the Netherlands, asylum seekers must first go to the IND 

Application Centre that is located at the COA facility in Ter Apel. Here they begin their 

asylum procedure by registering with the alien police. This was a day many described as one 
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they will never forget, a day they surrendered themselves, a day that had a major impact on 

their outlook and their asylum experience. Respondents felt intimidated and uncertain about 

what was about to happen. 

That day I will never forget. It was a Tuesday and the way to Ter Apel was 

not easily accessible. It is in the middle of a big field so it is not like you get 

out of a bus or tram and then go directly there. You have to walk very far. 

It was the longest trek because you feel uncertain about where you are 

going and what they are going to do with the information you give them. 
RN5 

 

Living conditions in Ter Apel 

Respondents described sub-standard conditions in Ter Apel. Some, craving sleep after days 

or months of travel, were forced to sleep on the floor for multiple nights.  

They forced us to sleep on the floor. We spent two months of the way to the 

Netherlands without good sleep. In Ter Apel, we just needed a little bit of 

sleep, but they did not give us the chance. RN14 

 

To start the asylum procedure, asylum seekers must provide biometric data and medical 

information. Respondents reported feeling “insulted from the very beginning, from the very 

first moment.” RN14 They told of having to wait in a closed location from 6:00 until 20:00 for 

one photo, one fingerprint or to answer one question. Waiting for an IND interview could 

take months during which respondents often continued to live in poor conditions in asylum 

centres. They described an inability to “feel comfortable” and constant stress as a result of not 

knowing when they would be able to legally start their lives in the Netherlands. Multiple 

respondents mentioned knowing people who went back to Syria during this period because, 

even though they “did not want to die in Syria, they could not live life like this.” RN14 As one 

respondent expressed it:  

I was in the camp waiting for one year for an interview. My sister and her 

family who I travelled with were in the camp but were so frustrated that 

they left and returned back to Syria.RN7  

 

IND Interviews 

Following the initial collection of information, the asylum seekers go through two rounds of 

interviews with the IND. Some respondents felt the interviews were easy, comfortable and 
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well organized. Others found nothing good to say and felt the interviews caused them stress 

and depression.  

 

Respondents used the term investigation for the interviews with the IND. The criminal 

undertones of this vocabulary – surrender, investigation – illustrate very clearly how 

respondents felt. For anyone who has done nothing wrong, feeling like people see you as a 

criminal is stressful, frustrating, and unlikely to make you feel welcome. Respondents often 

described feeling like a number in a file rather than a human being. 

The investigation is really hard. You really feel like you are a criminal. 

They investigate you in a really bad way. Yes, they have to do their jobs to 

investigate you but it is very ugly because you are very scared. You feel like 

you are doing the exam of your life. They treat you like you are lying and 

you start to doubt yourself. You do not even trust yourself. It was a week, 

but it was the ugliest week of my life. RN17 

 

After the interview, some respondents reported crippling feelings of depression, stress and 

anxiety, to the point where they were unable to function. Some reported being so 

incapacitated that they were unable to get out of bed. 

 

Respondents lived for long periods with uncertainty about their future, which they felt lay in 

the hands of individuals who barely knew anything about them.   

The waiting is really bad because you are not waiting for anything. Say you 

did something and you are waiting for the results. This is okay because you 

did something. If you are waiting for other people to decide your life, this is 

the bad part because maybe they do not understand you or they do not like 

you or something goes wrong. With every step of the procedure you are 

waiting for someone to make you more stable, to bring you back to life 

because the first period in this country you feel like you are not living. RN17 

 

 

Translation 

Some respondents mistrusted the translators, believing they misrepresented the information 

given by the asylum seekers. In looking the translators up on the Internet, one respondent 

found disturbing quotes and information on social media sites that linked translators to the 

regime in Syria. 
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All they need to do is check the background of those people. Their 

Facebook is full of photos of them committing crimes or supporting those 

who commit crimes. There is a story of someone who refuses to cooperate, 

and he was told this translator is for your own benefit. The translator is 

Shabiha, meaning he is from the Al Assad militia in Syria. He says, “I am 

Shabiha,” and he posts all the photos of Al Assad. When he was in Syria he 

was carrying weapons and now he becomes a translator for refugees? 

Accept that they will not be fair about the translation of information, but 

they give all their information to the Syrian government.RN9  

 

One respondent had a Lebanese translator who he felt was unhappy about the arrival of 

Syrian people: 

The interviews are not neutral. I had a Lebanese translator and he was not 

really happy about Syrian people and I think he belonged to the area where 

that Syrian army dominated. For example, he asked me a question about 

my religion, I said I am not Muslim and he said but you are born Muslim. I 

said yes but you ask me about my religion. I am an adult, I can decide what 

religion I can hold. But he saw that I was born Muslim, so I am Muslim. 

But he doesn’t have the right to decide what my religion is. I am atheist. I 

respect all religions but I don’t believe in one. He said you were born as a 

Muslim, right? So, he wrote down Muslim. You don’t have a right to 

translate like this. He’s a translator, he needs to translate things literally; 

he doesn’t need to give his opinion. RN9 

 

 Another respondent indicated that translation issues were damaging for her:  

The translator caused problems for me. He said false things about me 

because he is of the opinion that it is not right to be the second wife of a 

man. He caused damage for my emotions and my trust with the entire 

procedure. He has created damage for me and has said bad things about 

me. RN8 

 

Following the IND interviews, some respondents suffered insulting treatment from the 

translators. In one instance the respondent reported the translator as saying, “thank God all 

Syrians who went to Lebanon are dying now.” RN9  

 

Respondents feared for their friends and families who remained in Syria. They worried 

translators would pass what they had learned back to the regime.  
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I can’t go to the country with this regime, but what about my family there? 

You give all that information about my opinion of the regime, about how I 

went, where I was born to someone who is really loyal to the regime! 

Seriously?! Someone who till now has connection with the Syrian 

government. They will go shoot everyone in my family in Syria; this is how 

it is working.RN9 

 

6.1.2 Asylum Centres  

Once the IND interviews have been completed, asylum seekers return to asylum seeker 

centres, known as AZCs (Asielzoekerscentrum), to wait for the results. Respondents 

described a variety of conditions. Some had few problems, while others found life there very 

difficult.  

 

Living conditions 

All respondents reported most problems resulted from conflict between individuals, poor 

relations and communication with staff, long wait times, eating arrangements, noise and 

hygiene. Some respondents described life in an asylum centre as the most difficult time in 

their lives, even those who were trained in the military to deal with tough situations. 

Refugees were unprepared for the conditions – a lack of sleep, cramped living conditions and 

unhygienic environments.   

 

Respondents are often transferred multiple times around the country, a source of anxiety, 

pressure, uncertainty and depression. Getting used to new locations was often difficult, as 

many centres do not have easy access to facilities such as supermarkets. Respondents 

described long-term effects of this constant uprooting on their motivation to establish 

themselves. It made it difficult to make new friends, establish contacts and to become 

familiar with the new area where the AZC is located:  

They killed our aims and our ambitions because they put us each month in 

another camp. In the centre you create a network of friends. Once you 

establish a network and friends they send you away. This is psychologically 

tiring. We become tired and lonely. This has killed our psychology. I lived 

in seven AZCs. RN14 

 

Some respondents were sent to an AZC that was once a prison, a location that resurrected 

memories of traumatic events. Respondents recalled incidents where revisiting past trauma 

led individuals to set themselves on fire or throw televisions out the window. These 
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psychological breakdowns were attributed to a lack of sleep and living in cramped conditions 

with individuals who held very different ideas about behaviour and/or ideologies. 

Living in the prison was in the beginning very bad. We cannot sleep there, 

we think oh they put us in prison. We think we cannot go outside. We think 

our lives are finished; this is prison. The door is very small and there are 

thick walls and some days the electricity is out and the doors are closed 

and cannot open. We spent six months trying to learn how to open the door. 
RN12  

They decided that they could use the former prisons to put the refugees in. 

The doors had a small window in it and you open it to speak with someone 

and you close it. You feel like you really are in prison.RC17  

 

Respondents described feeling that some employees treated them as if they were actual 

prisoners:  

This has caused problems for us, sometimes the police keeping safety in the 

AZC use the materials of the police against us. This has caused problems in 

our mentality when we see these scenarios. Some people burned 

themselves.RN11 

I feel treated like a criminal when I am in the prison, I feel the same as a 

criminal in prison. I didn’t like that, absolutely not. It made me very upset. 
RN11  

  

Respondents wondered what they had done to deserve this kind of treatment. They regularly 

recalled instances when they were disoriented and believed they were back in Syria, captured 

and in prison.  

Living in a prison was very bad. We cannot sleep there, we think they put 

us in prison. We feel like we are criminals. Sometimes, you wake up in the 

night terrified because you think you are still in Syria and do not know why 

you are in prison. RN12  

 

Asylum centre staff 

Respondents repeatedly described poor treatment at the hands of employees throughout the 

asylum procedure. Problems occurred when refugees were not allowed to make the simplest 

decisions, such as where to sit in a waiting room. This treatment left them feeling as if they 

had no power, no choice, no freedom to do anything. Staff appeared poorly trained. As a 

result, refugees received unclear or inaccurate information which often ended in 
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disappointment. For example, respondents were told they would have to wait a maximum of 

ten days for their procedure to start but ended up waiting 35 days without knowing why.  

Every stage is more difficult than the stage before it, but they are all 

difficult. They are all just horrible, but you have no choice. You came to 

this country you have to accept and wait, and you don’t know what is going 

to happen. RN17 

 

Applications for family reunification also took time. One family waited eight months longer 

than the four months that was originally expected.  

 

Respondents felt there was a lack of fairness on the part of immigration staff.  

I will tell you why they are not fair. Some people arrived in the Netherlands 

after us and they got their residency before us. They got their houses before 

us. We say perhaps we are not lucky, but the reality is that they are not fair. 

Maybe the employees choose the applications randomly with no regard to 

who comes first. They blindfold themselves and stick their hands into a pile 

of numbers and then choose. RN14 

 

Added to a lack of personal freedom and unclear and inconsistent information, conflict 

between employees and refugees was not unknown. Most problems resulted from difficulty 

communicating, poor listening skills or a lack of empathy for cultural differences. 

Respondents often had family in the Netherlands; some already living there, others also 

following the asylum procedure. Refugees, even though they were family, were sometimes 

split up. While it is possible to transfer centres with a valid reason, some employees refused 

to listen to the requests of refugees. One respondent shared his story about how all he wanted 

to do was be with his sister in her AZC. He had everything arranged – his approval to go, his 

permit and his acceptance from the other AZC. When it came time to go to his sister’s AZC, 

the employee would not let him go, saying he would send him to a cinema instead, as he likes 

drama. The respondent was then transferred to another AZC. Since he was being transferred, 

he asked why he could not be with his sister. He was told that either he goes to the AZC 

chosen for him, or the police would come to arrest him. He refused to go to the AZC and was 

subsequently arrested:  

All my time here I asked them for one thing and they ruined my life. I just 

wanted to be with my sister and they threw me out on the street without 
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anything. They said that I am a man now, almost 26, and I have to live my 

life alone. RN12  

 

Crime, drugs and alcohol 

Long waiting times and few activities left refugees with plenty of free time. 

You’re bored, you get bored, bored, bored, so you try to find things that 

make it less boring. RN14   

 

In a 2016 research article in the European Journal of Sociology, Tilburg and Igout found that 

bored people are more likely to be “depressed, hostile and anxious, lonely, and 

aggressive and may find life and their behaviors rather meaningless,” factors identified in 

chapter 3 as contributing to a sensitivity to radicalization. They state that people who are 

bored will look for ways to find meaning in their lives. Interestingly, Tilbug and Igout also 

found that “people who become easily bored with their environment adhere to more extreme 

ends of a political spectrum.” 

 

Some respondents were introduced to a world of drugs and alcohol they had never 

experienced before.  

In all my life I didn’t know marijuana. He said take this; it’s very good. It 

will change your character and your mood. With time, more drugs come, 

saying this is good, that is good, try this, do that. RN14  

 

This opened the door to a steadily repeating cycle of sleep, smoke, eat, drugs, drink, party, 

sleep. Since the refugees lived in such crowded conditions, drugs and alcohol affected not 

only the users but the people around them. One respondent explains the impact drug and 

alcohol use has when confined to such tight living quarters:  

My brother is living in a small AZC. He is with his wife and 15-month-old 

son in a small room with three other people. Three very bad people who 

smoke, drink and do drugs. The room only has a small window and his son 

is high all the time. His son now has problems with his heart and lungs 

because of the drugs and this bad situation surrounding him. RN10  

 

Some respondents reported that they lived in centres with people involved in drugs and theft, 

sometimes in the same room, and that these people would try to convince them to act 

illegally.  
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They forced us to live with bad people. Forced us to make friends with 

these bad men. We learned these bad things, illegal things, from them. You 

see some people have drugs; some people have difficult and strange ideas. 

They force us to stay with them. Some people say to us for example that 

crime is a good thing, that stealing is a good thing that you can get money 

with stealing. They say in a short time you can make big money. You can 

work with drugs and smuggling. They know we need money. RN14  

 

These interactions have the potential to increase the number of people who engage in 

criminal activity. The presence of crime in the centres created high stress and anxiety. One 

respondent expressed the debilitating fear she felt while living in one camp for five months:   

In this camp, there are many cases of rape and in general there is a lot of 

crime such as stabbings. For this reason, I would not leave my room, not 

even for eating. I was not in a safe place. I felt fear. This situation has 

damaged me. RN8 

 

Food 

While it may seem trivial, food can have a dramatic impact on an asylum seeker’s experience 

and their feelings about the asylum procedure. Without exception, food was mentioned as a 

negative aspect of the procedure, likely attributable to the contrast between the eating habits 

of the Dutch and Syrians. Some respondents described the food preparation and serving as 

insulting and humiliating. Respondents mainly complained about the timing of meals, the 

way food was served, and the inadequacy of the meals.  

It is really strange to get one meal a day for two months in one of the 

richest countries in the world. It is really mean. It is humiliating. I think the 

contractor who organized the food was either stupid or corrupt. RN18 

 

Housing 

Once asylum seekers are accepted as refugees, the process of finding a house is often a long 

and difficult period, as it is a time of extended uncertainty. They are unable to search for their 

own house; a house is chosen for them with minimal consultation. “The system here is 

actually not helpful. You can’t find a room on your own.” RN2 

 

Most often, refugees are not able to see the house before they move in and problems 

associated with underlying phobias, trauma, medical problems or loneliness are the result.  
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It is better for us to get a house close to each other. It doesn’t have to be in 

the same city but at least the same province. I am in the same file as my 

cousin, but they throw me in the very north and him in the south. This is 

why I am lonely. What can I do in this small village? RN15 

 

The COA allocates asylum seekers to a municipality, which has to find them a suitable place 

to live. This procedure may make it more difficult for refugees to integrate successfully. 

While there is a general belief that locating Syrians throughout the Netherlands is motivated 

by the desire to help them integrate in Dutch society and to avoid perceived problems 

associated with large communities of refugees living in one area, it was not possible to find 

any substantiation of this in the literature or on government websites in English.  

 

Language training 

Once refugees are settled in their house, they start their life in the Netherlands with minimal 

to no Dutch language skills. During the asylum procedure and the long wait times, 

respondents reported that no formal language training was available. On occasion, volunteers 

would spend one hour a week teaching Dutch. Respondents saw the lack of language training 

during the waiting period as a wasted opportunity for them and for the Netherlands. The 

refugees’ ability to establish themselves is prolonged and they may also lose their motivation 

to learn. As expressed by one respondent, “I had enthusiasm and passion to learn something, 

to build my future but now I have nothing.” RN14 For this reason, respondents suggested it 

would be better to receive language training from their arrival. It does not need to be formal; 

the only requirements are that it is intensive and directly upon arrival in the Netherlands.   

I suggest, that when someone comes, the first day they put them in 

language school. If you do not follow the course, you will not eat, you will 

not get money, you will not get anything. Now I have spent three years in 

this country and I cannot speak Dutch because they put me in AZC where 

there is a never-ending cycle of sleeping, smoking, eating, doing drugs and 

partying. There is no language in this cycle. This is not life. So, it is better 

when they make us go directly to school. As a refugee you come from war, 

you want to have a new life here. You don’t come here to sleep or eat. We 

want to come and learn the language, create a life for yourself. RN14 

 

While, the Dutch government is committed to ensuring refugees integrate as quickly as 

possible, it has recently given more responsibility for this to individuals. Before 2013, 

municipalities provided integration courses and administered exams for refugees. Since 2013, 
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refugees are responsible for “independently finding and paying for their own integration 

courses and language tests.” Loans of up to €10 000 are available to help pay for these 

activities and those who pass the civic integration test within three years do not have to repay 

the loan (UNHCR, 2016a). 

 

6.2 Experiences During the Canadian Asylum Procedure  

Few refugees made a conscious decision to travel to Canada. Most simply registered with the 

UNHCR and were chosen to come based on an evaluation of their living conditions. While 

they were chosen to come to Canada, they were not obliged to accept. The following section 

summarizes the respondents’ stories about the resettlement process and their journey to 

Canada.  

 

6.2.1 Selection  

Respondents expressed a fear of registering with the UNHCR. This was as a result of 

rumours of disrespect, mistreatment and rejection on the part of that organization’s 

employees, rumours which were spread by asylum seekers who had already registered. Most 

respondents, however, were positive about the experience and felt fortunate they had applied. 

One respondent explains how his family’s journey began:  

We were lucky, blessed. One day my wife saw people gathering and she 

went over and asked what was going on and they said they are registering 

with the UNHCR to go to Canada. RC4  

 

For most, being chosen to come to Canada was considered a blessing; for a few it was an 

unwelcome upheaval. Respondents who described coming to Canada as a blessing generally 

lived in the direst conditions in their interim host country. One family of four, for example, 

lived together in one room that measured 3m x 3m. Respondents who described being 

frightened to come to Canada, enjoyed where they were living and were afraid to travel so far 

away. They decided to apply only because they wanted a more stable future for their children. 

The very small number of respondents who had no interest in coming, did so only to secure 

the wellbeing of their family. One respondent explains how her husband reacted when she 

refused to go to Canada:   

He said “I am going to Canada, I am not going to leave this opportunity – 

my daughter’s life is most important. If you do not want to come, you can 

stay but I am taking the children and I am leaving.” RN19  
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The time between the initial referral from UNHCR to a refugee’s arrival in Canada varied 

considerably. Most respondents arrived within four months, with the shortest procedure at 20 

days and the longest three years. As part of the screening process, refugees went to interviews 

and medical checkups, an experience that was predominantly remembered as smooth and 

empathetic. For example, one refugee family had their interviews and medical tests at home 

because the woman was pregnant, and the man was too scared to leave the house. Not all 

refugees experienced the same level of satisfaction. Refugees whose procedures took longer 

were more likely to criticize the process. Their main complaints were administrative in nature 

- inconsistent processing of applications and misplacement or mix-up of files.  

 

As was the case in the Netherlands, respondents who had particularly long procedures were 

frustrated when they saw people getting approval more quickly, while they continued to wait. 

This waiting and uncertainty, and its attendant psychological effects, caused them to believe 

others were receiving preferential treatment:   

“During the procedure, I felt so frustrated. People were applying and in 

less than a year they went to Canada while I was just waiting and waiting. 

It damaged me psychologically. It takes a lot from you mentally when you 

are waiting, and everyone is going and you don’t know what is going to 

happen.” RC13  

 

One problem that contributed to extended resettlement procedures was the misplacement of 

documents or a mix-up of files. Delays from the loss of documents, such as health forms, had 

the potential to make life very difficult for applicants. In one particular case, a family was 

approved and had a date for their departure to Canada. However misplaced documents meant 

they were no longer able to go. This was a major problem as the family, in preparation for 

departure, had sold all their belongings and given up their accommodation. For two months, 

they lived from hand to mouth until the documents resurfaced.   

 

File mix-ups also delayed procedures and were a contributing factor in the separation of 

families referred to Canada. Generally, families are referred together, go through the asylum 

procedures together and are then sent to Canada as a family. For some, case files were 

improperly processed, and individuals were lost in the system. This meant some family 

members could travel to Canada, while others had to stay behind.  
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The only thing that is difficult is that we have one sister who is stuck in 

Lebanon and it has taken over one year for her to come. The problem was 

that they messed up the files. They gave two files one number and so when 

the one file got administered only one of us was processed and she was 

forgotten about.RC6  

  

Family separation and the knowledge that the family members left behind are living in sub-

standard conditions increases the stress and anxiety for refugees in Canada. Refugees who are 

waiting for other family members to arrive report being promised a lot in terms of 

reunification, but not seeing any results. Almost every respondent was separated from a 

family member in some way. Families did not know how long reunification would take, but 

encouraged by promises made, held out hope, even after three years of waiting, that they 

would be reconnected. However, as time passes and the number of sponsorships decreases, 

these respondents have started to lose hope that promises will be fulfilled and that their 

family will come to Canada.  

 

Difficulties in communication between immigration officers and refugees meant some 

respondents made decisions based on the experience of others. They saw how the journey to 

Canada was arranged for others and assumed it would be the same for them. Some refugees, 

who left within a week of their approval, were told to dispose of their accommodation and 

move to a hotel arranged for them. Since it was not made clear that each procedure could 

differ, and they should wait for instructions, refugees who got their approval assumed they 

would be leaving in a week, sold their belongings and gave up their accommodation. As there 

was no hotel to go to, refugees lived in limbo, staying on friends’ sofas for weeks or months. 

This delay, uncertainty and cramped conditions affected the refugees’ mental health, 

particularly their stability, security and confidence.  

 

Respondents reported that the last two weeks before leaving for Canada were not “smooth.” 

They sometimes felt they were very welcome in their interim host countries, but only until 

they got a visa to Canada. After their visa to Canada was approved, they felt they were 

treated with less respect and more like unwanted foreigners. 

After getting the visa to come to Canada, we had to pay some money for the 

time we spent in Jordan because they started considering us as foreigners 

in Jordan. A friend of mine was speeding and they see that we were 

stamped as having to leave and so that was trouble for them. They had to 
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convince the authorities that we have time before going to Canada. This is 

the downside in Jordan. They changed their attitudes.  

They gave us residency as refugees in Jordan but the moment we got the 

visa to Canada, that status stopped in a way and we became foreigners. 

They treated us differently.RC5 

 

Some feared they would not be allowed to leave as permission was not always granted, 

especially not to highly educated refugees.  

Everything was really smooth until the last two weeks. The last two weeks, 

there were really loud rumours in Turkey that Turkish authorities will not 

let experienced and educated Syrians leave. They want to keep them as they 

are an investment for the country and they do not want to let them out.RC4 

 

6.2.2 Arrival in Canada  

Most refugees travelling to Canada landed in Toronto. Many stayed there while others 

continued to different destinations. All the refugees who were interviewed for this research 

settled in Calgary, Alberta.  

 

Unlike the practice described by respondents in the Netherlands, the resettlement process in 

Canada encourages refugees to look to each other for support: 

If you have relatives or close friends who have already gone to Canada, 

and if you wish to live near them, you should let the UNHCR and Canadian 

officials know. As much as possible, Canada tries to resettle refugees in a 

community where they will have the support of people they know (CIC, 

2014b) 

 

Once they arrived in Canada, refugees were subject to additional screening and interviews. 

Most respondents recalled this experience as standard procedure, to be expected on arriving 

in a new country. As the number of refugees arriving was controlled, the people conducting 

the interviews had time to address the personal needs of individual families. 

We were given teddy bears, time to rest and winter jackets because we 

came in November. My daughter, who is eight now, got sick at the time 

because of the stress and difficult journey. They took her to a doctor right 

away. The sergeant kept leaving the interview to check up on our daughter. 
RC1 
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After the interviews, refugees were taken to a hotel where they rested before continuing their 

journey.  

When we arrived the set up was very sophisticated and nice. They had good 

food and they labelled the food – pork, beef, vegetarian, halal or not halal. 

It was very considerate. They put us in a very nice five-star hotel so that we 

could rest from our trip. They told us that we need to be ready in the 

morning at 7 for the flight. Some people were very tired so were not able to 

eat so early because they either didn’t have time or were not hungry. They 

packed us breakfast to take with us on the shuttle bus from the hotel to the 

airport.RC2 

 

On arrival, government sponsored refugees are picked up by a government representative and 

taken to a resettlement centre. The refugees interviewed for this research stayed at the 

Margaret Chisholm Resettlement Centre in Calgary (figure 10).  

 

Figure 10: Margaret Chisholm Resettlement Centre (left) and Photos of Drawings by Syrian Refugee 

Children Staying in the Centre (right) 

 
  

The centre can accommodate a maximum of 80 people at a time. The recommended 

maximum stay is 19 days, during which time arrangements are made for permanent 

accommodation. The minimum reported period in the reception house was ten days and the 

maximum was 28. Most respondents stayed between 14 and 19 days. Without exception, 

respondents described their experience at the reception centre as positive. They felt they had 

a good relationship with counsellors and that the food was satisfactory. They were pleased 

with the central location and efforts to help them adapt to a new environment, thanks to a 

positive outreach programme organized by the reception centre and local volunteers.  

It was like we were sitting in a home. They had breakfast time, lunch and 

dinner and they were cooking for us. There was a place to eat. It is really 

organized and planned well. We were really happy, satisfied. The MCRC 
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[Margaret Chisholm Resettlement Centre] did more than their best. The 

food was really good, they were providing milk for the kids. We had lots of 

volunteers helping us. Taking us with a car to show us around – shopping, 

malls, how to move around, maneuver. The experience was really good and 

we had no troubles.RC20  

 

Housing was arranged in consultation with refugees. They toured multiple houses where they 

could live and were able chose the house best suited to their needs. Factors such as the 

proximity to a language school, a school for the children and grocery shopping were taken 

into account. One respondent explains how the Margaret Chisholm Resettlement Centre 

(MCRC) helped to find a home: 

They helped us find a house to rent. They used to take us to different homes 

so we could choose where we wanted to stay. Everyone has the choice. We 

are not forced to a home.RC20  

 

As the number of available places in the resettlement centre is limited to 80 people, refugees 

were not always able to stay at the main location. Two respondents found themselves in this 

situation and instead stayed for approximately one month in a hotel that was arranged for 

them by the MCRC.  

 

Private sponsors meet the refugees at the airport and take them to their new home or to a 

hotel if their accommodation is not yet available. In some cases, refugees stayed at their 

sponsor’s home until their own place was ready. Sponsors provide everything necessary for 

the refugees to live comfortably in their new home. They accompany them as they become 

familiar with Calgary and the culture in Canada. One refugee describes her family’s welcome 

to Calgary as follows:  

The main sponsor then took us to her house where we had a very nice 

Arabic feast. Our sponsor then placed us in her basement suite that she had 

set up because she did not want us to have to stay in a hotel. She told us to 

treat this as our home until our home is set up. She said come up at any 

time if you need anything or if your kids want to play with my kids.RC1 

 

As can be imagined, sponsors differed in the support they provided to the refugees. While 

some respondents felt their sponsors were somewhat distant, most said that their sponsors had 

gone above and beyond what was expected, and referred to them as their family.  
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6.3 Conclusion  

The respondents’ stories of entering the Netherlands and Canada reveal a marked difference 

in their reception. Stories from the Netherlands told of crowded conditions, poor food and 

frequent relocations that led to feelings of frustration, loneliness and uncertainty. Refugees 

who arrived in Canada described feeling welcome and comfortable. They felt security staff at 

the airport were considerate, some even going to great lengths to assure their peace of mind. 

Government sponsored refugees who stayed in the reception centre in Calgary described it as 

a positive experience. Privately sponsored refugees often mentioned feeling part of their 

sponsoring family. They were offered Arabic meals and had the opportunity to choose their 

own home.  

 

This is not to say that the Canadian system is perfect and the Dutch system is flawed. It 

points rather to the difficulty of processing a large number of asylum seekers who arrive 

spontaneously, within a short period of time, as opposed to welcoming pre-approved refugees 

whose arrival is expected, phased and pre-planned. The Canadian process puts more pressure 

on the transit countries, which respondents described as ill-equipped to cope with the large 

number of Syrians who have fled there. 

 

The following chapter discusses whether respondents in each country felt there were aspects 

of their reception that could lead to radicalization. It also identifies which factors for 

radicalization from the literature review are reflected in the respondents’ descriptions of the 

immigration procedures.  
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Chapter 7: Radicalization Revisited 

Chapter 3 provided information about radicalization as described in the literature – a history, 

a definition, and an overview of studies by researchers including Doosje, et al., Schmid, 

Hoffman et al. and others. These studies identified factors that make people vulnerable to 

radicalization. This chapter begins with a detailed analysis of how each of the risk factors 

identified in the literature relates to the experiences described by the respondents. During this 

phase of the interviews, respondents were only asked to tell their story and no mention was 

made of radicalization. This was done intentionally to prevent thoughts about radicalization 

from influencing their narrative. Section 7.2 relates the responses of refugees to a final 

question that asked them directly if they felt the asylum or resettlement procedures were 

likely to lead to radicalization. Aspects that pose the greatest risk are highlighted in section 

7.3.  

 

7.1 Radicalization Factors and the Respondents’ Experience 

Respondents from both the Netherlands and Canada consistently recalled traumatic 

experiences clearly linked to all the sensitivity factors identified in section 3.4: personal 

uncertainty, quest for significance, identity problems, failed integration, alienation, 

marginalization, discrimination, deprivation, humiliation, stigmatization, rejection, moral 

outrage and feelings of revenge. This section looks at these potential radicalizing factors 

through the lens of the experiences lived by the respondents. When talking about the period 

in a transit country, respondents from both Canada and the Netherlands are subject to the 

same conditions.  

 

7.1.1 Personal uncertainty & Identity problems  

As noted in earlier chapters, respondents described psychological problems associated with 

uncertainty, most often anxiety and a compromised ability to function in everyday life. 

Before applying for asylum or resettlement, the most common uncertainties involved 

economic stability. However, the respondents’ uncertainties extended beyond economics. 

They worried about making it out of Syria alive, if other countries would accept them and if 

they would ever see their home again. Troubling questions that can contribute to 

physiological and psychological stress. Impaired psychological health plays a role in the 

radicalization process, as it may cause individuals to become more inclined to support violent 

objectives (Bhatia & Ghanem, 2017).  
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Respondents were generally forced to enter another country illegally, with no permission to 

work and no prospect of a steady income. Living illegally in a country overwhelmed by many 

refugees, reportedly made it difficult to feel secure, which may ultimately influence mental 

health. Insecurity can drive refugees to seek protection and belonging, something recruiters 

for terrorist organizations understand (Lyons-Padilla, et al., 2015). These recruiters seek out 

people who are searching for something meaningful in their lives, and stability on a personal, 

social and economic level (European Institute of Peace, 2017). This could be particularly 

problematic in refugee camps, as the conditions are harrowing to the point that makes any 

form of socioeconomic development difficult.  

 

Personal uncertainty does not necessarily stop when the asylum or resettlement procedures 

begin.  Respondents in the Netherlands described feeling as if their lives were on hold while 

they waited for an interview, waited to hear the results, and waited to find out where they 

would be sent to live. During this time, which can last for months, they had little personal 

freedom and little opportunity to begin integrating into their new home.  

 

This uncertainty is made worse when individuals are transferred to different AZCs, 

sometimes multiple times. They must repeatedly adapt to new environments and make new 

friends. In response to the fatigue and loneliness created by constant uprooting, they began to 

lose hope and ambition. 

 

Inadequate communication also contributed to respondents’ uncertainty. They had difficulty 

getting information about why they had to change their AZC, why their procedure was taking 

longer than promised, why they could not be with other family members, where they would 

live, whether they could work and the procedure for family reunification. In chapter 6, 

respondents in the Netherlands described feeling depressed, lonely, and stressed by this 

uncertainty to the point where some preferred to return to a country at war. Their personal 

identity suffered as they began to question themselves, their decisions, their values and their 

beliefs. By comparison, Canadian respondents reported fewer problems during resettlement, 

and as a result experienced less uncertainty and fewer identity issues. There were, however, 

some mishaps that lead to uncertainty, particularly the mix-up or loss of documents. 

Respondents described feeling frustrated and stressed knowing they could come to Canada 

but having to wait for administrative problems to be corrected.  
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From the interviews with respondents in the Netherlands and Canada, uncertainty emerged as 

an overriding concern. Uncertainty is a reality of life. It is when uncertainty drags on that it 

can lead to depression, mental illness, frustration, fear and questions of self-worth. Added to 

their experiences of war, leaving home, deprivation, humiliation and alienation, long periods 

of uncertainty during the immigration process in the Netherlands or while waiting for 

resettlement in Canada may leave refugees vulnerable. 

 

In his work on Uncertainty-Identity theory, Michael Hogg (2010) argues that people are 

“motivated to reduce feelings of uncertainty, particularly about themselves and about their 

perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors that reflect most directly on self.” He goes on to explain 

that one way to reduce these feelings is to identify with a group “a process that not only 

defines and locates oneself in the social world but also prescribes how one should behave and 

how one should interact with others” (Hogg, 2010). If refugees cannot find a group that offers 

them security, a sense of identity, and a feeling of being valued, it can make them 

increasingly vulnerable to recruitment by radical groups. 

 

7.1.2 Discrimination & Marginalization  

Immigrants who are marginalized, discriminated against or victims of racial violence are at 

greater risk of questioning their own significance. Discrimination has a negative impact on 

people’s ability to integrate and, as “difficulty integrating shapes support for extremism,” can 

potentially cause them to become more prone to radicalization (Lyons-Padilla, 2017).  

 

As related by respondents in chapter 5, asylum seekers in countries bordering Syria faced 

discrimination that was both violent and, sometimes, life-threatening. Integration becomes 

increasingly difficult for those who experience discrimination as they lack equal opportunity 

for work, pay and school. Schmid (2013) describes this lack of socioeconomic opportunities 

as a macro factor that "leads to mobilisation and radicalization of the discontented." The 

threat of racial violence, slurs, or psychological abuse meant some respondents were afraid of 

leaving the house. Discrimination and the fear it creates may provide an opening for radical 

groups to offer a more welcoming alternative.  

 

After leaving a transit country and arriving in the Netherlands, respondents continued to 

report feelings of discrimination. For example, respondents felt discriminated against during 

their asylum interviews because of problems with translation. They believed the translators 
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were not neutral and passed on information that was untrue, particularly as it related to 

religious practices.   

 

7.1.3 Rejection & Deprivation   

Respondents, while sad to leave Syria, hoped for a better life for themselves and their 

families. However, those who stayed in nearby countries reported a different reality. Their 

hopes for economic improvement and social mobility were frustrated, a frustration that has 

the potential to lead to radicalization (Bhatia & Ghanem, 2017). Respondents reported 

difficulties finding work, language training, school and proper living conditions. Deprivation 

was intensified in refugee camps, described as homes to “wasted lives” (Zielonka & Lambert, 

2015). The longer asylum seekers spent in bordering countries without work, the worse their 

economic situation became.  If socioeconomic deprivation continues for long periods, the 

potential susceptibility to radicalization can also increase. According to Zielonka & Lambert 

(2015), a lack of socioeconomic resources fuels support for violent extremists among general 

populations.  

 

After enduring rejection and deprivation in countries surrounding Syria, respondents claimed 

this type of treatment continued in the Netherlands. Delays, a lack of information and 

impersonal treatment led them to worry that no one was working on their application and that 

no one cared about their well-being. These perceptions, and the fear of the rejection of their 

application, created stress and frustration to the point where some asylum seekers went back 

to Syria. The impersonal treatment by employees who seemingly refused to recognize their 

needs and cultural differences caused respondents to feel rejected as human beings and 

deprived of what they needed in order to make their initial time in the Netherlands bearable.   

 

During the interview process in the Netherlands, many respondents mistrusted the translators 

and felt this deprived them of being understood and treated fairly. Misinformation due to 

translation meant people in power made decisions without really understanding the 

respondent’s situation. 

 

In the Netherlands, food was another area where refugees felt deprived. Food is important in 

Syrian culture. Interviews in the Netherlands were almost always followed by a display of 

hospitality featuring a variety of delicious foods eaten in the company of family and friends. 
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Refugees did not feel welcome in part because of the timing of meals, the food served and the 

size of the portions.  

 

Respondents in Canada also experienced feelings of rejection and deprivation as they waited 

for approval of their application in a transit country. Respondents who waited for long 

periods, while others left more quickly, feared rejection and lived with that uncertainty. In 

these cases, respondents felt deprived because they were waiting in unsafe conditions with 

the minimum necessary to survive and because they were forced to leave family members 

behind due to administrative problems such as lost documents. 

 

7.1.4 Humiliation  

Respondents reported feeling humiliated both by their treatment in nearby countries and in 

their dealings with authorities. The danger of humiliation in terms of radicalization is that 

terrorist groups are “well-equipped to foster or restore feelings of significance by providing 

recruits with a sense of belonging, respect, heroism, status and the notion to fight for a holy 

cause” (Doosje et al, 2016).  

 

7.1.5 Alienation & Marginalization   

As respondents waited in countries around Syria for passage to Europe or resettlement in 

Canada, they reported being told they were unwelcome and to “go back to their country.” 

This type of treatment from the majority group can result in the “radicalization of rejected 

minorities” (Koomen & van der Pligt, 2015). Rejection and failed integration as an 

unintended consequence of being unwelcome, is another area that recruiters for terrorist 

groups are trained to capitalize on.  

 

Respondents in the Netherlands discussed how the practice of housing asylum seekers in 

former prisons reinforced their feelings of alienation and their impression of being locked 

away, even though they knew they were free to leave.  

 

Respondents in the Netherlands who arrived by land often felt that the people in charge of the 

asylum procedure treated them as inferiors. They felt that the employees controlled 

everything they did without any clear explanation of why, particularly when the refugees 

were transferred to different AZCs. Treating people as separate members of society and 

controlling how they live, what they eat and where they go for long periods of time led 
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respondents to understand that they did not have the same rights and freedoms as the general 

population. At times, they were even physically separated in AZCs located in remote areas. 

Doosje et al. (2016) refer to this as “fraternal relative deprivation,” a meso level factor that 

occurs when people feel they are part of a group they believe is treated poorly compared to 

other groups. 

 

7.1.6 Quest for significance  

People need to feel that their lives matter, that they contribute to and are valued by family, 

friends and society. Doosje et al., as discussed in chapter 3, described the quest for 

significance as an important micro-level driving factor in the sensitivity phase of 

radicalization. The authors go on to say that feelings of insignificance can be caused by 

personal failures, criminal behaviour and drug abuse. Asylum seekers who live with 

uncertainty for long periods begin to doubt their personal significance, which can open the 

door to criminal behavior. Specifically, in the Dutch asylum procedure, respondents 

mentioned that they were approached and asked to sell drugs or join smuggling networks. 

They were told if they agreed they would be helping other refugees who suffer from mental 

health problems or would be helping people to safety.  

 

7.1.7 Integration 

While not the primary focus of this thesis, it is instructive to hear some of the descriptions of 

life after an asylum application is approved. Most observations relate to difficulties in 

integrating. Schmid (2016) recognizes “failed integration” as a micro level factor that is 

influential in the sensitivity phase of radicalization. 

 

The comments about life in the Netherlands after receiving refugee status occasionally 

reflected an optimism not seen in the descriptions of the asylum process: 

In general, the Dutch people are good people, they welcome us. The 

Netherlands is famous in the EU as the welcome country. They always 

greet us and they do not make damage or harm for us.RN8 

 

However, many respondents still described experiencing factors such as uncertainty, 

boredom, isolation, deprivation and discrimination as barriers to integration. 

 I am scared that even though I have a visa for five years that I will have to 

leave. Nothing is certain. If I spend five years here I start to build my life. If 
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I go back to Syria I have to start again from nothing. From below nothing 

because everything is destroyed.RN3 

 They have put me in a little village in the north with old people. If I want to 

get something I have to go 40 minutes by bus as there are no stores in this 

village. There is nothing to do. I tried to change my house, but they told me 

if I do not accept it they will throw me on the street. I only need a place 

close by a hospital because I need to go to the hospital many times for my 

heart, but they did not listen. RN15 

 

While some respondents felt isolated, others experienced a change in people’s perceptions 

once they got to know them and appreciated their willingness to change their attitudes: 

The moment he heard that a Syrian guy was going to live downstairs, he 

was really freaked out because he did not want a terrorist to live 

downstairs and explode the building when his bomb explodes by accident 

in the kitchen. Now we are really good friends and he told me he feels 

ashamed of himself for how he felt.RN6 

I was working in a company and one of the workers came up to me and 

said, “I am sorry but I want to tell you something, I want to go to a 

psychologist.” I asked her why and she said “I cannot treat you as a 

normal person. I always look at you as a refugee, something less than us. I 

feel I have a problem with myself.” RN17 

 

Some respondents feel frustrated by their inability to use their skills to make a better life for 

themselves and for the people of the Netherlands. 

By profession, I am a mechanic. It is useful to let me live in an industrial 

region, so they can benefit from my skills and I can work at the same time. 

It can be free work, it does not need to be paid, it just needs to be 

something to do. I can strengthen my skills, network, make new friends and 

acquaintances. I can build my future but how can I build my future in a 

small rural village with nothing. RN15  

We are isolated now. We need to meet the host community. We do not like 

to sit here and wait for assistance from the government. It is our time to 

work and not get financial assistance from the government. The main goal 

is for us to build our future. We have targets, we have goals, we have plans. 

RN14  

 

Even though respondents in Canada felt welcome and comfortable, this did not mean that 

integration was always easy. Some reported difficulty adapting to a new culture: 
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We felt so frustrated at the beginning. We had lots of trouble with our sons 

at home – they were all stressed out and overwhelmed with the fact that 

everything is new. It was very hard at the beginning. RC9 

 

Others, while feeling blessed to be in Canada, felt overwhelmed by the differences and the 

“disgusting” weather:  

We are here and we feel blessed. We don’t know the rules, the language, 

the weather is so different. We came in February and it is cold. It is hard. 

Everything is hard. Happiness is hard. RC23 

 

Insecurity about life in a new country, far from family, can have physical as well as 

psychological effects and may become a barrier to integration: 

I don’t eat and for three years I am gaining weight. This is because I 

am not feeling secure and my body starts storing fat as a survival 

mechanism. It wants to protect itself. This is the way the body reacts. Once 

I start feeling more secure I will lose the weight but I cannot feel 

secure since I haven’t seen my mom for years. My nieces and nephews are 

growing up and I don’t know what they look like. RC13 

  
As in the Netherlands, there was also optimism about the future: 

It’s the best country here. Canadian people gave me strength and will to 

open my business here. RC3  

 

7.1.8 Is it possible?  

While it is possible to say that the Dutch and Canadian immigration processes expose asylum 

seekers to the sensitivity factors for radicalization, it is difficult to know if this is enough to 

move them to the group phase or the action phase. As Sgt Paul Dunn, of the Calgary Police 

Service counter radicalization initiative, explains it, prevention needs to occur “as far 

upstream as possible to have the greatest chance of success.” However, most of the current 

professional assessment tools are only useful farther downstream after the threat of 

radicalization has become more significant, for example in the group or early action phase. 

He adds that it is extremely hard to isolate a vulnerability factor early on and connect it 

definitively to radicalization, as it could just as easily be linked to an individual’s likelihood 

of victimization or participation in traditional criminal activities (Personal communication, 

August 28, 2017). 
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7.2 Radicalization from the Respondents’ Perspective  

The previous section described the likelihood of radicalization based solely on a comparison 

of respondents’ descriptions of their experience to the factors identified in section 3.4. This 

section builds on that information by relating how interviewees responded when asked 

directly if they felt the immigration process could make asylum seekers vulnerable to 

recruitment by radical groups.  

 

7.2.1 The Netherlands  

Responses from interviewees, when asked if radicalization was likely as a result of the 

asylum process in the Netherlands, reflected a wide variety of opinion - from no, to possible 

but unlikely, to yes. However, all respondents agreed that the conditions they were exposed 

to during the asylum procedure could lead to criminal behaviour such as theft or selling 

drugs. A person’s social environment is an important meso level factor as the people one 

spends the most time with can affect their vulnerability to radicalization (Doosje, et al., 

2016). 

 

Some respondents believed that Syrians would be unlikely to radicalize, “it is not Syrian 

refugees, it is not us. It is very strange and unexpected in the Syrian society.” RN5 This belief 

is born out to some extent by an overview of terrorist activity in Europe and North America. 

While this information is difficult to find, it appears there has been only one confirmed event 

perpetrated by a Syrian asylum seeker. In 2016, Mohammad Daleel, a Syrian asylum seeker 

who had been denied refugee status, detonated a bomb outside a music festival in Germany, 

killing himself and wounding 15 others (Eddy & Dzhambazova, 2016). Ahmad Almohamad, 

who was involved in the 2015 Paris attacks, had a Syrian passport that is now believed to 

have been fake (Farmer, 2016). 

 

Respondents who felt radicalization is not possible did recognize that asylum seekers 

experience depression, feelings of worthlessness and uselessness as a result of the asylum 

procedures. As discussed in Chapter 3, these are all factors that can influence the 

radicalization process.  

 

Also, respondents who did not think radicalization could be an outcome of the asylum 

procedure felt that for Syrians to become radicals, particularly in a religious sense, was not 

logical. As one respondent explained, individuals leaving Syria are “fed up with the conflict 
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and seeking peace, often abandoning religion entirely.” RN6 They believed refugees came to 

the Netherlands to find a better life, and it was therefore unlikely, regardless of the process, 

that refugees would become radicalized. Another respondent added that it was better and 

easier to die in Syria than in the Netherlands, as in Syria, “you can get money, or blow 

yourself up, and nobody cares. If you are walking in the street and someone just comes and 

kills you, no one will ask why.” RN17  

 

One respondent, who described two ways of recruiting radicals, felt that recruits who join for 

money could possibly be de-radicalized. 

ISIS recruits in two ways, those who are religious and believe in the 

motives themselves and those who they pay to join. The ones who believe 

pose the greatest threat because you cannot change them. Those who join 

for money, maybe you can change their alliance. They joined because their 

family was killed, for revenge, because they are frustrated, not because 

they truly believe.RN9  

 

Respondents who said radicalization was possible but unlikely said that the hardships they 

endured during the asylum procedure could lead some individuals to radicalization. However, 

they still believed this was unlikely because asylum seekers have endured so much on their 

way to the Netherlands that they have no energy to do anything more.  

The asylum procedure is really horrible and tough so maybe some will 

become radicalized, but I do not think it is so likely because they are so 

tired and have no energy to do anything anymore. RN17 

 

The respondents who felt that radicalization was definitely possible gave a number of 

reasons. The most common was that it is natural to begin to think “bad thoughts” when bored 

and left with nothing to do in suboptimal conditions. This opinion reflects the findings of 

Tilburg and Igout (section 6.2) that people who are bored will look for ways to make their 

lives more meaningful. Respondents suggested that this could be remedied by offering more 

activities to fill their time as, “when you are busy, you will not start to have these bad 

thoughts.” RN4 

 

Respondents in the Netherlands felt the most important contributing factors for radicalization 

were their living conditions, the number of times they had to move, and the lack of privacy 

throughout the procedure. For these reasons, some respondents felt that radicalization was 
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possible, but also easily preventable. They suggested that asylum seekers should not be 

housed in crowded conditions where they are continually disturbed by their roommates. 

Disruptions included different sleep schedules, noise, hygiene and smoking. The use of 

prisons as AZCs was specifically mentioned as increasing susceptibility to radicalization. 

One respondent mentioned “catastrophic” conditions in some AZCs as a possible 

contributing factor: 

In some AZCs the situation is catastrophic. For example, 5000 asylum 

seekers in tents with no money and slow procedures. This may cause and 

encourage refugees to become radicalized. RN13 

 

Respondents reported that instability and stress associated with the practice of moving them 

to different locations could increase the chances of radicalization. Moving from place to place 

also caused respondents to feel they were continuously losing and failing:  

Some people become radicalized because they keep losing and losing and 

failing. They become tired from the inside. They feel their life is constant 

suffering here. You are suffering every day. RN2 

 

Some respondents worried about the ways refugees seek to find meaning and stability in their 

situation: 

Some people if they come from Syria, what do they do? They have to escape 

or they have to find stability. How will they do it? You look in your culture. 

Religion or friends. If no friends, go to religion by going to the mosque or 

searching through the Internet. Some people here become radicalized when 

they keep losing and losing and losing and failing. They go to religion 

because they are very tired from inside. That’s why you see a lot of 

extremism. If you look to their lives, they are not successful people. They 

escape to their religion because the religion saves them. If I stop my life, I 

will go to heaven. This life, you are suffering here. You are suffering every 

day. Especially if you want to kill yourself. It’s not allowed if you are 

Islamic. So you are in jail, not allowed to kill yourself but it’s allowed to 

kill people.RN2  

 

Respondent RN14, reflecting on his own experience, believed asylum seekers in a similar 

situation could easily be radicalized. After getting approval and staying in one of the “waiting 

camps,” a term respondents commonly used for the time during which they waited for a 

house, he decided to go to Syria.  
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I decided to travel to my family. Imagine that you live in Saudi Arabia and 

your mother, your family, your husband are living in Canada. Imagine that 

a war breaks out in Canada and your mother and your family in this bad 

situation only have the desire to see you, maybe for the last time. Would 

you just sit in Saudi Arabia and listen to the news or do you try and travel 

to your family? I tried to see my family. What is the criminality in my story?  

 

As he tried to leave the Netherlands, he was arrested on suspicion of returning to fight with 

ISIL, because authorities had found a photo of his brother holding a gun.  

They don’t allow me to travel and accused me as criminal. They accused 

me that I am travelling to Syria to fight with IS and make a bombing in 

Syria, genocide crimes with IS. This is the accusation. They have no proof. 

They took my phone and until now they still have it, one year later. I am 

Syrian. I am not from another land to go to Syria to fight with IS. I want to 

go to Syria just to see my family, not to fight with IS. Their proof is that 

they saw a photo of my brother with a weapon. Is that criminal or good 

proof? We live in war. It’s normal to make a photo with a gun. They have 

no proof that I have allegiance with IS. They judge me for photo from my 

brother.   

 
He was imprisoned with former Afghani fighters. After six months, authorities decided he 

was a low terrorist threat and he was released on probation. 

They put me in the prison with five old fighters from Afghanistan. They 

recorded me praying in the prison. They concluded that I have small 

chance of committing a terrorist act. After that, I go and wait here. I cannot 

go to another place. I am not allowed to travel. If someone comes to visit 

me, I must let them know also. There is a device in my house to hear all my 

conversations. I have no rights. I don’t know the laws here so I just accept 

this treatment. I stayed six months in the prison just to wait for the 

procedure of court, without rights.  

 
While he recognized police have a job to do, he did not understand how he could be arrested 

with no proof: 

The police have the right to safety of their country, to protect their country. 

But why must I stay in the prison for six months and spend one year with 

the procedure of the court. They have taken all my documents. Is that fair? 

I ask them when this will stop but they say we don’t know. Till when will I 

stay like this, two years, three years? If I did something wrong I would 

accept this, but I didn’t do anything and now I am in this very bad time. 
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There is a certain irony in his situation. He wanted to go to Syria to see his family and he was 

arrested for that. He now believes the police want to send him back to Syria but that this is 

not allowed. His comments about his uncertainty illustrate the confusion refugees can feel 

about their place in the Netherlands: 

This is my story. I am like someone who is in the middle of the sea. I don’t 

know where I stand, when this problem will finish. I feel they don’t want me 

but they can’t send me back to my country, so they have to keep me. But 

this is not life. Imagine I do something good in this country, they say well, 

you are a refugee, you are not Dutch. But when I do something bad, they 

say we have to deal with you how we deal with Dutch people. I don’t know 

where I am, if I am Syrian or if I am Dutch. With punishment I am Dutch, 

with integration I am refugee.  

 

In terms of radicalization, he expressed particular concern about his imprisonment with 

former Afghani fighters. He felt this creates a situation where asylum seekers and refugees 

could learn how to be better criminals or be recruited by groups that offer more just 

treatment.  

 

7.2.2 Canada  

In contrast with the many negative experiences described by respondents in the Netherlands, 

Canadian respondents felt the process, procedures and their reception would have little 

influence on radicalization. Their comments focused rather on the conditions in the countries 

where they had to wait for resettlement. Anyone applying for asylum in Canada must be 

living outside their home country and the application process can take up to two years 

(Chapter 4). 

 

Respondents claimed that transit countries, particularly Lebanon, do not have the resources to 

accommodate the number of Syrians who are fleeing the war. This lack of resources caused 

respondents to feel unsettled, unsafe and disrespected, three factors mentioned as reasons 

why radicalization may happen, and “is happening”. They felt that the transit countries have 

their own problems, which are made worse by the arrival of the Syrians, and that the resulting 

conflicts increase the chance of radicalization. One respondent described the lack of 

resources available to properly address the arrival of Syrians in Lebanon,  

It is a small country with few resources. It does not have the capacity to 

hold all people. It is too small and with all the political problems 
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happening inside, it is chaotic. They did not respect peoples need for safety 

and resettlement.RN8  

 

Many Syrians commented on the lack of respect shown to them in the transit countries. They 

described experiencing hatred, inequality, revenge, discrimination and superiority complexes. 

One respondent reflected on the level of discrimination, which she associated with potential 

radicalization,  

There is a lot of racism and discrimination. Sometimes I wear black on 

black and they said to me that I am from ISIS and am there to bomb them. 

We were very badly accused.RC18  

 

In discussing radicalization, respondents often returned to the unequal treatment they 

experienced in transit countries, especially in terms of work and wages. They felt 

manipulated, causing them to want to seek revenge, one of the potential factors for 

radicalization discussed in Chapter 3. Respondents who felt they were treated as inferior by 

the local population saw that as another potential radicalizing factor:  

They did not treat Syrian’s equally. Especially with work and wages. They 

look at Syrians as if they [local population] are on top. As if they are better 

than them. This creates feeling of revenge. Especially when pay is not 

given.RC17 

 

Respondents believed that discrimination, and the resulting conflicts, was not properly 

addressed. They felt no one was required to adhere to any clearly defined rules or norms, 

which as discussed earlier, opens the door to recruitment by radical groups that do offer this 

type of security. One respondent reflected on this issue: 

There is a lot of discrimination. Many people try to use the situation for 

their own advantage. There are no laws. No rules to follow. The police are 

ignorant and do not care if something bad happens. So, people use the 

situation to their advantage .RC20 

 

Respondents also claimed that countries surrounding Syria were not only overwhelmed and 

unable to properly provide for those arriving in their country, but were also unable to separate 

“the good from the bad.” They believe radicals have entered countries surrounding Syria 

where they capitalize on the poor living conditions and lack of order to recruit members. 

Radicalization was identified as a particular risk for those who are “not happy with what they 
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have” as they have an increased likelihood of searching for some form of stability and 

purpose.  

 

Respondents felt that proper screening was essential to prevent individuals who were already 

radicalized from coming to Canada. A number of respondents mentioned that, upon arrival in 

Canada, some individuals become increasingly religious and resist integration into Canadian 

society. They identified this as possibly increasing the chances of religious and anti-west 

radicalization: 

Some people say, “we do not have the culture of here” and become more 

extreme with their religion. They refuse to open up to new a new culture. 

They don’t go out and if they do they wear even more conservative clothes. 

Some still don’t accept shaking hands, they refuse it.RC7  

 

7.3 Conclusion  

Comparing respondents’ descriptions of their experiences throughout the immigration 

process with the factors described in the literature on radicalization, which are summarized in 

in Chapter 3, makes it possible to see if these factors do exist and to begin identifying the 

points in the procedure where asylum seekers/refugees are most vulnerable. 

 

Respondents from both countries recalled traumatic experiences clearly linked to all the 

sensitivity factors identified by Doosje et al. and other researchers: personal uncertainty, 

quest for significance, identity problems, failed integration, feeling of alienation, 

marginalization, discrimination, deprivation, humiliation, stigmatization, rejection, moral 

outrage and feelings of revenge. 

 

Asking respondents directly if they think radicalization is likely helps in understanding their 

perspective and also in triangulating their impressions with the findings reported in the 

literature. 

 

Respondents in the Netherlands, when asked about radicalization, mentioned similar points of 

vulnerability to the ones identified in the literature. Those who believed radicalization was 

very likely mentioned factors such as boredom, sub-optimal living conditions, frequent 

relocation, instability and fatigue. In Canada, respondents felt that the process ran smoothly, 

and that radicalization was most likely while they waited in transit countries. As in the case 
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of the respondents from the Netherlands, they cited poor living conditions in these countries 

as a major concern. They added discrimination, feeling hated, and unequal treatment in terms 

of work and wages. Canadian respondents believed that radical groups in the transit countries 

capitalize on these conditions to recruit asylum seekers to their cause.   

 

Due to the way refugees arrived in Canada and the Netherlands, the process they followed 

differed dramatically. Vulnerability to radicalization during the immigration procedure is 

greater in the Netherlands, a result of the need to process a very large influx of refugees who 

arrive spontaneously, within a short period of time. For the Netherlands, the most vulnerable 

points of radicalization are time spent with smugglers and long waits in less than ideal living 

conditions with no clear information about procedures and timelines. Canada had the 

advantage of processing refugees before they arrived and being prepared, as a result of the 

sponsorship requirements, to welcome each one personally. Even though the Canadian 

process was perceived by most refugees as orderly and efficient, administrative errors that 

added to already lengthy waits in host countries or feelings of deprivation when families were 

separated without hope of reuniting for long periods, have the greatest potential to lead to 

radicalization.  

 

It is unclear if exposure to sensitivity factors lead inevitably to radicalization as they occur at 

an early stage that is difficult to link to radicalized behaviour. It appears that exposure may be 

just as likely to result in victimization or traditional criminal activities.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Discussion 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

The ongoing six-year civil war in Syria has led to over 4.9 million people fleeing the country, 

6.3 million displaced within Syria and 13.5 million requiring humanitarian assistance. As of 

January 2017, just over 40 000 people who fled the country came to Canada through its 

resettlement programme; 32 560 Syrians had applied for asylum in the Netherlands as of 

December 2016. 

 

The aim of this research was to understand, from the point of view of asylum seekers and 

refugees, how the immigration process affects their uncertainties, economic situation and 

sense of belonging. Research in the Netherlands and Canada offered the opportunity to study 

two different processes, in place as a result of asylum seekers arriving spontaneously in the 

Netherlands and the planned arrival of pre-approved refugees in Canada.   

 

These aims gave rise to the thesis’s central research question and sub-questions: 

 

Research question 

How and to what extent do the immigration processes in the Netherlands and Canada expose 

Syrian asylum seekers to risk factors for radicalization? 

 

Sub-questions 

1. What are the sensitivity factors for radicalization? 

2. How have Canada and the Netherlands responded to the demand for asylum by people 

fleeing the conflict in Syria? 

3. How do the Syrians’ descriptions of their experiences in Canada and the Netherlands 

reflect the factors for radicalization? 

4. Does the extent of exposure to radicalization factors differ as a result of spontaneous 

versus planned trajectories? 

5. What aspects of the asylum procedure present the greatest potential for exposure to 

radicalization factors and to what extent can this exposure lead to radicalization? 
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Data for this research was collected through both primary and secondary research. Secondary 

research consisted of a review of literature on radicalization and the policies and procedures 

in place for the Netherlands and Canada. Primary research provided first person descriptions 

of the asylum/resettlement experience. The experiences related by the respondents were 

compared to the factors, identified in the literature review, that could lead to radicalization 

and served to help isolate the points at which respondents were most vulnerable.  

 

In-depth, semi-structured interviews took place with 20 Syrians in the Netherlands and 25 in 

Canada, who now reside in these countries as refugees. Respondents were free to answer 

questions in their own words, with the help of a translator if necessary.  

 

Quantitative research has the advantage of exploring the respondents’ experiences – physical, 

emotional and psychological – in depth. The main disadvantage is that, because the sample is 

not random and the sample size is small, the results cannot be generalized to the larger 

population. That being said, the purpose of this study was not to generalize but rather to 

identify problem areas.  

 

Potential bias may occur due to the different demographics of the respondents in the two 

countries. Characteristics such as age, education, marital status and gender could potentially 

affect the way people reflect on their experiences. Canadian respondents tended to be 

modestly educated, middle-aged married couples with children while those in the Netherlands 

were typically young, highly educated, single males.  

 

Bias may also result from the relationship between the respondents and the researcher. 

Respondents may be more willing to explain the shortcomings of the asylum procedure to 

someone who is not from the country under discussion. In this case, the data from Canada 

could reflect a greater bias as the interviewer was Canadian.  

 

The use of translators allows individuals to share their experience in their own language, 

potentially allowing for a more in-depth and accurate recall. The lack of back translation 

could mean there were potential undetected errors in translating questions and responses. 

Using a different translator in each country could mean that different vocabulary or a 

different relationship between the translator and the respondent may have affected how the 

experiences were understood by the interviewer. Also, because the translator in Canada was 
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employed by the organization that provided care, respondents may have been reluctant to 

criticize aspects of their reception.    

 

Radicalization is highly complex, dependent on a wide array of factors with no single 

typology. As discussed in chapter 3, the process of radicalization occurs at the micro, meso 

and macro levels and consists of three possible phases: sensitivity, group membership and 

action. Phase 1 and the sensitivity factors for radicalization were the focus for this research. 

The sensitivity phase is characterised by exposure to factors that researchers, including 

Doosje et al., Schmid and Hoffman et al., believe could potentially lead to radicalization. 

These include personal uncertainty, quest for significance, identity problems, failed 

integration, feelings of alienation, marginalization, discrimination, deprivation, humiliation, 

stigmatization, rejection, moral outrage and feelings of revenge. Prolonged exposure to 

situations that result in these feelings increases susceptibility to radicalization and can lead to 

the group membership phase. 

 

After making the difficult decision to leave their home, family and friends, respondents fled 

to neighbouring countries where they waited to find a way to travel to Europe or for their 

application to go to Canada to be approved. Both groups of respondents reported personal 

uncertainty, discrimination, deprivation, humiliation, stigmatization and rejection during this 

time because of crowded conditions, difficulties finding work for themselves or schools for 

their children, being told refugees weren’t welcome and being accused of being terrorists. 

 

Respondents in the Netherlands generally spent less time than the Canadian respondents in 

transit countries. However, they risked dangerous journeys, especially those who came by 

boat, to get to Europe. Some resorted to the services of smugglers who, often under the 

influence of drugs and alcohol, placed them in life threatening conditions. They reported 

living in constant fear for their lives. Here again, respondents experienced uncertainty and 

questioned their personal identity, wondering if they made the right decision and whether 

they would die as a result of their choice.  

 

Time in a transit country was particularly difficult for Canadian respondents, who spent up to 

two years there while their applications were processed. They reported problems with their 

physical and mental health as a result. To be eligible for resettlement in Canada, asylum 

seekers must be referred by a designated referral organization such as the UNHCR. Some 
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respondents were reluctant to register with the UNHCR. They feared rejection and 

humiliation, as they had heard rumours from people who had already registered that the 

organization’s employees were disrespectful and did not treat asylum seekers well. Once 

asylum seekers are referred to Canadian immigration officials, they undergo a pre-screening 

which includes a medical examination and a security check as well as an assessment to 

determine the likelihood of successful integration. If applicants pass the pre-screening, 

Canadian Visa Officers review the application. If it is approved, the International 

Organization for Migration organizes travel arrangements and documents. Most of the 

respondents who came to Canada felt blessed to have been given the chance. Some initially 

rejected the idea and only came because of the persistence of the UNHCR or pressure from 

their spouse. The longer the delays in processing an application, the more critical the 

respondent was of the procedure.  

  

Respondents in the Netherlands found themselves there for a variety of reasons. For some it 

was a conscious choice, for others it was simply the place smugglers took them or authorities 

stopped them. Regardless of the way they arrived, respondents related experiences at every 

stage of their asylum process that had the potential to expose them to the risk factors 

described above. During their initial registration in Ter Apel, where their personal details 

were recorded and their belongings examined, they reported feeling marginalized and 

alienated by the lack of respect shown by the alien police.  

 

Once asylum seekers are registered they are directed to the Central Agency for the Reception 

of Asylum Seekers (COA) where they are housed. During a rest period of at least six days, 

they are prepared for the general asylum procedure, which consists of two interviews with the 

IND. Here again, they described feeling a lack of respect and were particularly concerned 

about translation. Respondents believed translators misrepresented the information they gave, 

particularly as it concerned their religious beliefs, and worried that decisions about their 

application would be based on inaccurate information. Some used social media to find 

information about the translators and, discovering ties to the regime in Syria, feared any 

information they provided would be used against their families who still lived there.  

 

On completion of the IND interviews, asylum seekers go to centres, known as AZCs, where 

they stay, in principle, no longer than one year. This period was the source of most of the 

complaints by respondents in the Netherlands. They found living conditions in the asylum 
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centres, which they referred to as camps, overcrowded, unhygienic, noisy, and lacking 

privacy. Every respondent who stayed in a converted prison felt treated like a criminal and 

reported negative psychological side effects as a result. Some respondents were housed in 

facilities where people were using drugs and alcohol and trying to convince others to join 

them in criminal activities. Long wait times, and the resulting insecurity caused some to lose 

interest in their futures and in establishing themselves in their new country. Stories of feeling 

frustrated, lonely and uncertain were common. 

 

The respondents’ descriptions of the asylum process and their reception in Canada were 

markedly different from those in the Netherlands. Their exposure to the sensitivity factors for 

radicalization was largely confined to the time spent in a transit country. While most 

respondents described the process as smooth, the misplacement or mix-up of documents 

caused some to experience delays in leaving the transit country, adding to feelings of 

uncertainty.  

 

In Canada, refugees are met by either a government representative or a private sponsor. 

Refugees receive permanent resident status on arrival. Sponsors provide accommodation, 

money, clothing and other necessities for 12 months.  

 

Refugees who arrived in Canada described feeling welcome and comfortable. They felt 

security staff at the airport were considerate, some even going to great lengths to assure their 

peace of mind. Government sponsored refugees who stayed in the reception centre in Calgary 

described it as a positive experience. Privately sponsored refugees often mentioned feeling 

part of their sponsoring family.  

 

Opinion was divided when respondents were asked if they thought radicalization was likely 

due to their experiences. Some said yes because of the less than ideal living conditions, their 

treatment by IND or COA employees and the difficulties of integrating. Others thought that it 

was not possible as they believed Syrians were unlikely to become radicalized, especially 

outside their own country. The remaining respondents felt that it was possible but unlikely, as 

asylum seekers and refugees are tired and lack the energy after what they have endured in 

their search for a safe place to live.  
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The procedures in the Netherlands and in Canada meant respondents spent a long time 

waiting; waiting in a transit country, waiting for interviews, waiting for decisions, waiting for 

accommodation. Living in this state of limbo for long periods of time could increase personal 

uncertainty, an important sensitivity factor for radicalization. 

 

Radicalization is a process; it takes place over time. As large numbers of refugees and asylum 

seekers from Syria only began to arrive in Canada and the Netherlands in 2015, it is early to 

be able to link actual terrorist acts to the asylum procedure. What is clear from this study is 

that the asylum procedures in the Netherlands and the extended period spent in a transit 

country waiting for resettlement in Canada exposed respondents to the sensitivity factors 

researchers have identified as potentially leading to radicalization. These factors appeared 

most frequently in the respondents’ descriptions of life in transit countries, while travelling 

with smugglers to Europe and during the asylum procedure in the Netherlands. The 

discussion above suggests refugees in Canada appear to have experienced less exposure to 

radicalizing factors than did their counterparts in the Netherlands. This does not mean Canada 

is better at resettling asylum seekers. It instead indicates that exposure to radicalizing factors 

can differ depending on whether the immigration trajectory is spontaneous or planned. 

 

While asylum seekers are exposed to sensitivity factors it is not clear that this will lead to 

radicalized behaviour. Early exposure is difficult to link to an individual’s likelihood of 

moving to the group or action phase of the process. It could be just as easily linked to future 

victimization or participation in traditional criminal activity.  

 

8.2 Discussion 

Theoretical Implications 

The results of this research build upon current radicalization theories by identifying the 

sensitivity factors for radicalization that are present in asylum and resettlement procedures in 

the Netherlands and Canada and identifying the points of greatest vulnerability. Respondents 

who, in response to a direct question, stated that radicalization was likely, validated previous 

findings that factors such as depression, frustration, isolation, boredom (amount of free time) 

and socioeconomic instability, in their opinion, could start individuals on the path to 

radicalization.  
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This research also reinforces previous findings that radicalization is not a single event but a 

process that operates along a continuum. Respondents described experiencing factors linked 

to the sensitivity phase of radicalization at several points in their journey – waiting in transit 

countries, travelling with smugglers, waiting for approvals, waiting for family reunification. 

These factors have the potential to build up over time. For example, the frustration 

respondents experienced when leaving Syria did not disappear once they arrived in the 

Netherlands. Rather, new frustrations, about accommodation, lack of food, privacy, 

inadequate communication, were added to old frustrations. This indicates that, when 

considering an individual’s susceptibility to radicalization, it is important to consider both 

current and past experiences and how such experiences may shape future behaviour. 

Evaluating this accumulation of experiences may help distinguish if individuals are at the 

point of moving to phase two and the search for group membership. 

  

Policy implications 

The results of this study indicate that aspects of the immigration procedures, such as crowded 

conditions, lack of information, long waiting times in transit countries, and the lack of 

personal freedom, expose asylum seekers and refugees to the sensitivity factors that can 

increase an individual’s likelihood of becoming radicalized. Recognizing these aspects can 

help policy makers address problem areas.  

 

Respondents described a variety of challenges before they arrived in the Netherlands. These 

included the need to rely on smugglers and the dangerous journey by boat across the 

Mediterranean. These experiences meant respondents felt rejected, hopeless, frustrated, 

humiliated, embarrassed, exhausted and insulted. Addressing these challenges involves other 

countries and cannot be solved by the Netherlands on its own. However, it would seem 

logical that putting in place a programme of international cooperation to ensure asylum 

seekers can travel safely to Europe without having to rely on smugglers could have longer 

term benefits by increasing safety and reducing exposure to sensitivity factors for 

radicalization.   

 

Some respondents in the Netherlands and all the respondents in Canada spent extended 

periods in a transit country, where they described living conditions that were far from 

optimal. This situation affected their physical and emotional health as well as their economic 

stability. It is an area of concern due to the length of time asylum seekers are exposed to 
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sensitivity factors and potential recruiters for radical groups. To reduce the likelihood of 

radicalization in this situation, it would be helpful to look for ways to decrease the time spent 

in these transit countries. This could reduce stress experienced by both the refugees and the 

host country. It could also be helpful for the international community to increase its efforts to 

support the governments of transit countries as they struggle to cope with a large influx of 

asylum seekers.  

 

One possibility for Canada would be to designate more referral organizations, as currently 

only the UNHCR serves this function. More referral organizations, along with an increase in 

the number of visa officers, could potentially speed up the processing of applications. The 

massive influx of Syrians fleeing the war highlights the need for a flexible, immediate, large 

scale response to managing immigration during a crisis. This could perhaps take the form of 

teams of visa officers, trained to deal with crisis situations, who could be deployed to transit 

countries as the need arises.  

 

Respondents reported that separation from their families and a lack of information about 

reunification was a major contributor to feelings of anxiety and deprivation. In both Canada 

and the Netherlands, it would be useful to review policies to ensure that families are reunited 

as quickly as possible. Communication practices should also be evaluated to make sure 

families have up-to-date information about the process and the timelines. Methods to explain 

any problems or delays would help decrease the anxiety of separation.  

 

In the Netherlands, respondents reported feeling that the alien police and IND staff did not 

treat them with respect and wasted their time. They described long wait times, poor 

organization, and a lack of information. Respondents suggested that officials should look at 

ways to make the scheduling of interviews and the collection of biometric data more 

efficient. They suggested that interviews take place by appointment and at the location where 

they are housed.   

 

Processing a large number of asylum seekers who arrive spontaneously can be 

overwhelming, frustrating officials as much as it frustrates the asylum seekers. Training 

employees to deal with crises and making sure they have the information they need to answer 

the many questions asylum seekers have could help address frustrations on both sides. 
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Enhanced cultural sensitivity training and a thorough understanding of the how and why of 

the procedures, and where flexibility is possible, could also be helpful.  

 

The conditions in the asylum seeker centres were often described as crowded and noisy, an 

environment that can disrupt other people’s sleep and daily routines. Asylum seekers and 

refugees potentially live with these conditions for extended periods which may prolong their 

exposure to sensitivity factors. Looking at ways to streamline policies and procedures to 

reduce the time asylum seekers and refugees spend waiting could reduce the potential for 

radicalization and criminal behaviour. 

  

The practice of moving asylum seekers to different AZCs, sometimes multiple times, makes 

it difficult for them to make and maintain social connections. Respondents reported 

psychological stress from the need to make new friends, adjust to new accommodation and 

learn to make their way around a new city.  One solution to the challenge of housing the 

number of people who arrived was to use vacant prisons. Respondents who stayed in vacant 

prisons reported re-traumatization, psychological breakdowns and the sense of being treated 

as criminals. A review of the accommodation policies and practices in place during this crisis 

could help identify ways to improve this aspect of the asylum procedure should it be required 

in the future. While exploring alternative housing solutions, it is important to keep in mind 

the potential effect accommodation can have on the psychology of people who are 

traumatized by war. 

 

Once their asylum application is approved, refugees in the Netherlands wait for housing to be 

assigned. Respondents often described this as a long and difficult time, characterized by high 

levels of uncertainty. Refugees have minimal input into the choice of accommodation, which 

they must accept, or they will be left with no support. Respondents felt housing was assigned 

without any consideration of potential phobias, trauma or medical problems that they may 

have. Multiple interviewees said that houses were in isolated areas that made integration 

difficult and increased their loneliness and uncertainty. Respondents suggested that it would 

be beneficial if they could search for their own housing in consultation with COA. A review 

of the housing policy for refugees could assess whether the current practice of assigning them 

to municipalities throughout the country supports or hinders integration. Creating sub-

communities by letting refugees choose where they will live, may not be desirable. However 
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isolating refugees from the support of people they know can lead to loneliness and 

depression, again sensitivity factors in the radicalization process.  

 

Respondents in the Netherlands consistently complained about the food that was provided for 

them during their asylum procedure. They explained that food is important in Syrian culture, 

where meals are a time of hospitality and sharing. Respondents described the eating 

arrangements as poor, at times referring to it as humiliating, insulting and corrupt. Revisiting 

the type of food on offer and the timing of meals, perhaps by enlisting the help of individuals 

who have gone through the asylum process, could make asylum seekers/refugees feel more 

welcome and respected, paving the way for positive change.  

 

Areas for future study 

The Syrian refugees interviewed in Canada were all recent arrivals, most of whom were still 

receiving support from their sponsors. Their responses reflected their experience of the 

resettlement process after a relatively short time in a new country. As private sponsors are 

only required to provide financial and logistical support for one year, a longitudinal study, 

which tracks the refugees for a longer period at the end of the sponsorship phase, could assess 

the success of integration and the likelihood of exposure to sensitivity factors over the long 

term.  

 

Refugees must wait five years before they become Canadian citizens. Housing shortages, 

unemployment and discrimination are not unknown in Canada and it would be valuable to 

know how refugees cope with these conditions as they wait. While is not possible for this 

study, it would be interesting to re-interview refugees at regular future intervals to know how 

well they integrated in both Canada and the Netherlands and whether the problems with the 

asylum and resettlement procedures take on more or less significance as time passes. 

 

In was very difficult to find comprehensive information about asylum seekers or refugees in 

general, or from Syria in particular, who had carried out acts of terrorism. There are sources 

that provide lengthy lists of terrorist activities (Global Terrorism Database) but they do not 

differentiate between homegrown terrorists and asylum seekers. Creating a data base that 

allows researchers to make this distinction could make it easier to establish whether the fear 

that refugees are becoming radicalized is founded in fact.  
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Children were among the many who sought refuge from the war in Syria. Respondents who 

came with young children often described their fatigue and depression. It would be 

interesting to understand the effect that leaving home and going through asylum procedures 

has on the parents’ ability to raise the next generation. This is a segment Hoffman et al.  

identifies (Section 3.5) as one of the three groups radicalized individuals fall into - second 

generation immigrants who have failed to assimilate. Future research could include an 

examination of the likelihood of radicalization as these children grow to be adults, either as a 

result of their own memories of the asylum experience or the stories they hear from their 

parents.   
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